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Heroes Are Born Then Made is a theatre piece involving

live actors on stage, and live music originating from an

orchestra pit. The script and music is original. The music is

meant to literally depict actions and emotions on stage

whether the actors are present or not. The duration of the

entire production is about two and one-half hours long. Six

main actors are used with additional walk-ons. Sixteen

musicians are required to make up the orchestra which is

organized into a woodwind quartet, a brass trio, a string

quartet, a piano, and a percussion quartet.

The play is based on the author's conception of how

people tend to treat each other when someone is caught at a

disadvantage. Specifically it is a depiction of the conflict

involved when the minor characters discover that the main

character is trying to do something quite different from

their definition of "normal."
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Introduction

HEROES ARE BORN THEN MADE is a theatre piece. The script

and music are original. The music comes from an orchestral

ensemble in an orchestra pit, it will be used to define and

support emotions and actions occurring on stage. The

orchestra is made up of the following smaller ensembles:

A Woodwind Quartet (Flute, Oboe, Bb Clarinet, Bassoon)

A Percussion Quartet (Each player doubling on pitched
and non-pitched instruments)

A Brass Trio (Bb Trumpet, Baritone Horn, F Horn)

A String Quartet (Two Violins, Viola, Cello)

A Piano (Occasionally doubling
on the Celeste)

This ensemble approximates the large resources available

from a symphony orchestra but is small in size to facilitate

performances.

Plot Summation

This is a story of a future man who discovers that life

on Earth will come to an end within his generation, not

through the result of man's instincts towards violence, but

as the natural course of the evolution of the solar system.

The sun has run out of fuel and is beginning to expand. As it

increases in size, the environmental balance that currently
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supports all life on this planet will be destroyed. The

ambient temperature of the Earth will be far too high for

anything to continue living here. The man making this

discovery has no proof to offer others of this happening

other than his mathematics, which rely on the accuracy of a

computer model of evolutionary processes which he developed.

He is very upset, and as he tries to talk to others about

this, the message is never accurately communicated. It

becomes distorted as every person who hears it shapes it to

fit their own personal tastes.

Because the few feeble attempts he makes to gain support

from his colleagues fail, he must work alone. Through his

position as a senior research scientist in a major laboratory

he has at his disposal the means for carrying out a plan he

designs to grow life on another planet--life as it exists

here. He wants to do something to preserve the continuity of

humanity, allowing it to mature and to reach its full

potential. He feels mankind still has far to go to achieve

this goal. Using his computer model, he engineers amino acid

chains and micro-organisms that will evolve into higher life

forms resembling what currently exists here on Earth given a

similar environment. By sending these "seeds" to another

planet whose living conditions resemble that of the earth,

his research shows a substantial possibility of success. The

planet he chooses is Titan, one of the moons orbiting Saturn.
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Once the sun has expanded and stabilized, he feels that it

will closely resemble the earth as it exists now.

This drama consists of one man's efforts to save all

life on Earth, and the resulting conflicts with his peers

when they discover what he is trying to do. The entire

musical production is about two and one-half hours long.

Explanation of the Plot

This story was created in response to some readings in

astronomy, history, physics, and chemistry textbooks. It

seems none of these sources has a good answer for the

question "Where did we all come from?" Some believe that life

as we know it is a natural outcome of conditions easily found

throughout the entire universe and we as a race are not

special at all. Others believe we are quite unique but can't

explain how we got here.

The evolution of life forms along with the evolution of

the solar system--specifically the earth and sun--poses many

individual problems that must be answered if we are to find

out where we came from. Many of these problems do have

reasonable answers, but some do not, and like a chain used to

suspend a heavy object, one broken link will ruin everything.

A personal view developed from reading the above

mentioned books, and supported by readings in mythological

books, is that life here is unique. We are not just a natural
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outcome of some chemical activity so common it even occurs on

asteroids floating about in space. But then, how did we get

here?

Suppose a culture discovered that it was doomed, that

their planet was dying and they lacked the technology needed

to leave it. They faced the prospect of total extinction. As

an attempt to somehow perpetuate themselves, they decide to

"seed" another planet with the genetic code of their race,

hoping someday it would grow into a similar society. Indeed

the technology for growing life and an atmosphere on another

planet does exist.1 Maybe they knew of a planet which could

easily be "farmed", a planet just the right distance from a

star to keep it warm, a planet without life already existing

on it.

Script Outline

Main Characters

Dr. Aleksi Mans Senior Research Scientist
Dr. Rachel Flours Senior Design Engineer
Dr. John Lodslow Administrative Head
Dr. Thomas Zrradinis Research Scientist
Mr. Maxwell Wellis Engineer
Ms. Linda Warnard Administrative Aid

The play opens before sunrise with Aleksi making his

discovery that the sun is expanding. John, Max, Tom and Linda

1Michael D. Lemonick, "The Ultimate Goal is a Colony
on Mars," Science Digest (March, 1986), 34.
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are introduced. From the dialogue it is apparent that all

these people know each other.

Dr. John Lodslow is the administrative head of the large

laboratory where the story takes place. He is a good employer

whose top priority is keeping his lab and employees busy

producing good experimental results. His colleagues respect

and have confidence in him.

Dr. Thomas Zrradinis is a research scientist at the lab.

His parents immigrated from Europe and he has done very well

here. He is the most likely person to succeed Dr. Lodslow as

head of the lab. Dr. Zrradinis has a good sense of humor

which he demonstrates, but not too often. He does not display

emotion easily.

Mr. Maxwell Wellis is a staff engineer at the lab. He is

a cynical person often serving as a catalyst with his

criticism of everything.

Ms. Linda Warnard is a business administration

assistant. Because she does not have a doctorate and lacks

confidence, she is often treated in a condescending manner by

her associates. Only Aleksi tries to be kind to her. Linda is

also a very beautiful girl.

Aleksi is despondent, very upset, not that life is

ending, but that it is ending unfulfilled. He is a great

lover of humanity and thinks that man can reach his potential

goal of selflessness if only given enough time. He tries
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talking to others about this but no successful communication

takes place. A flashback to his youth shows how Aleksi

acquired his respect for humanity. A weather report in

Aleksi's youth is heard predicting pleasant days to come.

Weather reports are used to monitor the status of the Sun by

monitoring the temperature of the Earth. The weather

deteriorates as the play progresses, adding credibility to

what Aleksi says.

A return to the present shows how the message Aleksi

tried communicating was distorted by each person who heard

it. He subsequently disappears. He is shown struggling at

home with his impending destiny. When he returns he is a

changed man. He has come to grips with his situation, he

knows what must be done. Linda is depicted here for the first

time as being "unchanging" or "dormant". She notices nothing

about what is taking place around her. She never changes

throughout the entire play.

Aleksi initiates a new research project which makes John

very happy. This is the project that Aleksi has planned for

Titan. John thinks it is something different, of course.

Aleksi begins working very hard on this project, not knowing

how long he will have to finish it. His health starts to

decline. John becomes concerned, Max remains insensitive. Tom

offers some good advice and John decides to bring in an

engineer to assist Aleksi on this project. Aleksi doesn't
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want anyone else involved in order to protect his secrecy.

But he has no choice and reluctantly agrees. Rachel Flours is

introduced.

Dr. Rachel Flours is a senior design engineer with the

lab working in another division. She is accomplished in her

field but is an emotional adolescent. She has her life

planned out from beginning to end but didn't make any

provisions for things going wrong or not on schedule. She

knows of Aleksi and admires him through his work. She becomes

emotionally attached to him very quickly and tries seducing

him. But because of some bad communication, and Aleksi's

commitment to his work, she fails. She walks out frustrated

while Aleksi continues working in the lab.

Intermission

Rachel is in the lounge, busy with a vending machine.

Max enters and, through their actions and conversation, it

becomes apparent that they are sleeping together, though they

haven't known each other for very long. They start to fight.

The fight quickly degenerates into something very vicious. As

they get more and more violent, Aleksi enters. His presence

effectively rescues Rachel by intimidating Max into leaving.

In a later conversation with Linda, the audience discovers

that this was intentional though never mentioned to anyone.

Once Max has left, Rachel acts as if nothing has happened.
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Aleksi returns to his lab where Linda brings him some

paper work. As he takes care of this, they converse about

many things. Linda now reveals her admiration for Rachel and

her desire to have her as a friend. Rachel enters here

wishing to speak with Aleksi about some changes he made in

her work. Rachel displays her disdain for Linda by insulting

her. Linda is hurt and leaves. Aleksi is disappointed in

Rachel's behavior and leaves. Max and Rachel then have lunch

together discreetly. The empty stage remains lit as the music

depicts an argument between them.

Rachel returns on stage obviously very angry and takes

it out on John. Her true personality is showing. She yells at

John, making demands and giving ultimatums. John will not be

bullied, however. Rachel is fed up with all the changes

Aleksi keeps making in her designs, changes he must make

because his actual project is different from the one he has

described to Rachel. She wants an explanation and goes off to

confront Aleksi. She tries manipulating him and then bullying

him. Nothing works and in frustration she rushes out. Here

she bumps into Max and by their dialogue confirms the musical

depiction of the argument they had earlier during lunch.

Rachel goes to Aleksi's home, breaks into his lab and

discovers what he is really up to. A weather report here

announces hot, dry, basically uncomfortable days to come.

Rachel goes back to the lab pretending to be very upset.
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Aleksi becomes concerned and offers to buy her lunch in an

effort to help her relax. In the restaurant she manoeuvres

Aleksi into a conversation where he discusses certain vital

aspects of the project they've been working on. She now

confronts him with facts she has obtained from his own

computer. After the initial shock Aleksi confesses

everything, trying to make her understand. Rachel takes

advantage of this opportunity to ridicule him in public. She

decides he's a lunatic and abruptly leaves. Aleksi is left

sitting alone in the restaurant.

By the time Aleksi gets back to the lab, people have

already heard the news. John wants to help Aleksi, preferring

to believe him rather than Rachel, but he can't. Their long

time friendship is beginning to come to an end. Public

ridicule begins and Linda still knows nothing. Max and Rachel

begin associating openly now. John realizes that he is

ultimately responsible for the money spent on this "unusual"

project and attempts to coerce Aleksi into faking a mental

illness in order to protect himself. Aleksi refuses,

preferring to face the storm rather than compromise himself.

Tom displays a compassion towards Aleksi. He possibly even

believes him, but he cannot do so in public--he can't take

the pressure. It was Tom who unwittingly gave Aleksi the idea

of seeding another planet. And now he unwittingly gives

Aleksi the motivation to keep pursuing it.
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Aleksi approaches John with something he feels is

conclusive proof that the sun is indeed expanding. John has

no patience for this and refuses to listen. Aleksi then

offers to buy the capsule, and does. He sells everything he

owns so he can replace the money the lab lost on this

project. The capsule is now his and he can do as he wishes

with it.

In the final scene, people treat Aleksi with scorn and

contempt. Aleksi begins to act rudely to Max as a self

defense. After being physically assaulted and then possibly

fired, he begins to think that perhaps this race isn't worth

saving after all. He goes to a phone and tries cancelling the

capsule from the shuttle launching it into space, but the

proper person to deal with this problem has gone home for the

day. Aleksi insists that his package needs to be removed from

the launch vehicle and asks that the supervisor call him back

as soon as possible. While waiting for his call to be

returned he notices some children playing outside his window.

Slowly his disposition changes. He sees some hope for the

future after all. The phone starts ringing and Aleksi panics.

After a short struggle with his conscience, he again finds

comfort in watching the children play outside his window. The

phone continues ringing as he stares out the window. The

countdown commences. The phone stops ringing. The children

continue playing. As a defiant gesture in the face of
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impending doom, Aleksi smokes his first cigarette. Through

the window the sun is seen setting bright red.

Explanation of the Music

This music is meant to be very clear in its meaning.

The audience should have no doubt as to what kind of

emotional statements it is making. By directly associating

certain kinds of music with specific actions or dialogues

this goal is attained. Specific musical excerpts can be

described as desperation music, or romance music, or working

music, etc. Occasionally the timbre or color of a musical

event is more important than the direct association of an

instrument or musical theme with a character. On pg. 84 there

is a depiction of anger and frustration felt by Aleksi.

Though his theme is present in the cello, it is the color of

the entire ensemble that effectively communicates his

feelings.

The characters will have instruments associated with them;

Aleksi Cello
John Clarinet, Bassoon
Tom Trumpet, French Horn
Rachel Flute / Maracas
Max Maracas
Linda Celeste

Colors of musical events are varied using

orchestrational techniques according to emotional or pure

musical appropriateness. For example, the bassoon and
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baritone horn are used to add a timbral variation on Aleksi's

theme (pg. 96).

Examples of Character "Colors"

Aleksi is introduced making his discovery as the cello

plays in a slow, dark, somber quality to depict his mood (pg.

9). Aleksi's second theme is played by the upper strings and

flute (pg. 118), following a tremendous struggle to face the

reality of his situation. He begins to see some hope, a

possible way out of the trap they are all in. This theme, on

which the opening music is based, is the one that sets the

mood for the drama.

John is introduced musically by the clarinet and bassoon

performing a playful counterpoint (pg. 39). Here John is

depicted as being lively and humorous. As this theme gets

slower and darker (pg. 53) it depicts his concern for

Aleksi's health. His theme is played by the upper woodwinds

(pg. 87) to impart a feeling of urgency to this scene. Here

John thinks Aleksi is dying from cancer and is trying to get

him to work rather than just lying down and dying without

putting up even a small struggle.

Tom is introduced musically with a trumpet and horn duet

(pg. 56). The feeling is happy, almost humorous. It slowly

transforms to being serious (pg. 61) as Tom notices Aleksi is

very troubled.
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Max is shown (pg. 48) as an irritating, overbearing

person. His theme instrument, the maracas, have no pitch and

tend to have an unsettling effect when used alone.

Rachel is a moody, selfish person who often acts in a

hypocritical fashion. Her theme in the flute (pg. 137)

displays her as being a very pleasant individual. The theme

is played comfortably, in a relaxed fashion. But when she

argues with Max (pg. 148) her theme instrument becomes the

maracas which depict her as having the same characteristics

as Max.

Linda is ignorant of many things required for making a

person an adult. In a child this is seen as innocence. In an

adult this quality can be described as naive. Linda is

introduced musically as an adolescent (pg. 44). A music box

sound is used to portray her personality. This depiction

never changes throughout the entire drama.

Pitch Organization

Specific pitch material and organization defines each

character. Important characters are depicted utilizing a

relatively complex system of pitch resource material, such as

a twelve-tone system, or organization by sets. (See Aleksi's

theme below.) Less important characters will be depicted by

simpler styles of pitch organization, such as unembellished

modal harmonies and melodies. (See Linda's theme below.) As

the drama develops, the pitch material will become more
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complex for each of the characters as they take on more

stress. Linda, because of her "innocence," is insulated from

her surroundings and will not accumulate any additional

stress. Therefore, her musical material does not change. Max,

because of his indifference, will also not change through the

course of this drama and will remain constant in his musical

material.

Aleksi's first theme, played by the cello (pg. 9) is

chromatic and resembles serial organization. Here he has much

on his mind, all of it unpleasant.

Figure 1

His second theme, played by the second violin (pg.118)

is more tonally oriented and does not employ serial

techniques. Here he begins to see a solution to his problem.

Figure 2
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John's theme, as first stated by the clarinet (pg. 39),

is modal. It uses chromatic alterations to introduce musical

interest implying a deeper character than is displayed

through his conversation with Aleksi.

Figure 3

Tom's theme, first played by the trumpet is also modal

in nature (pg. 56). Mixolydian mode is implied but, because

of the chromatic embellishments used, it is difficult to say

for certain. This musically depicts Tom as being

contemplative and introspective.

Figure 4

Linda's theme, first stated by the vibraphone (pg. 44),

is a pleasant melody, very predictable in Aeolian mode. The

theme as well as the character should be taken at face value.
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Figure 5

Max, serving as the main antagonist, has no pitch

material (pg. 48). His theme instrument is the maracas. His

character and therefore his theme is merely something that

must be tolerated.

Rachel's first theme, as played by the flute (pg. 137),

is tonal with chromatic embellishments. She is depicted here

musically as being a very nice person.

Figure 6

Her other theme mirrors Max's theme (pg. 148), maracas

playing alone. Here she is the female equivalent to Max,

unpleasant at best.

Examples of "Color" Painting the Text or Action

Certain musical colors will be reserved for painting

specific types of actions or dialogues in the play.
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Low dissonant piano tones depict John's irritation with

Linda (pg. 37).

A scene from Aleksi's youth begins with vibraphone and

piano (pg. 70). After the piano announces that action of an

unpleasant nature has just taken place, Aleksi enters as a

child. The following dialogue confirms the statement of the

piano. The central instrument here is the celeste. The music

is written to describe a child's music box. The vibraphone is

used to add variation to the theme in the beginning and end.

The cello in the beginning injects a dark color to impose a

graveness to the unfolding drama. As Aleksi's mother

skillfully answers difficult questions from the child, the

cello color changes to a higher, nobler tessitura. The young

boy is learning and growing.

The music on pgs. 91-95 and 96-117 are meant to convey

the desperation felt by Aleksi. In these two scenes he is

struggling with the prospect of total extinction of the

planet Earth.

Dark piano tones (pg. 135) accent the graveness of

Aleksi's coughs as his health declines. The high, shrill, but

soft tone of a triangle (pg. 135) signifies that something is

coming, but what?

A sinister music based on Rachel's theme begins on pg.

169. The dark colors and slow, serious rhythms of the piece

support the cold callousness of Rachel's efforts to harm
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Aleksi as she illegally acquires information to use against

him.

A heart beat is heard starting in the timpani (pg. 176).

As the tempo and dynamics change, they will convey the

composure of Aleksi as he sustains the onslaught from Rachel.

Variations on it will come from the bass drum and snare drum.

Music is used to depict Aleksi selling everything he

owns in order to be able to buy the capsule from the lab (pg.

222). This action is then verbally confirmed by Max (pg.

233).

The music on pgs. 223-234 is meant to evoke a feeling of

unrest, depicting the great deal of tension now present. The

60hz drone is heard (pg. 223). Instruments play using

individual tempo markings to create a feeling of chaotic

activity (pgs. 224-227). The timpani plays a written

accelerando (pg. 223-227) creating an unsettling effect.

Random, disjunct rhythmic activity in the instruments (pg.

227-232) again supports a feeling of chaos. Extreme ranges in

pitch for the wind and stringed instruments (pg. 233-234)

show Aleksi near the breaking point. In his mind, a whirlwind

of activity is taking place. He is facing his final and most

important moment of truth (pg. 233 "A"). Here the phone

begins ringing with the supervisor of launch control trying

to return his phone call. Aleksi panics; if he answers the
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phone he can cancel the entire project he has worked on for

so long. He doesn't know what to do.

Some Areas Where Music Supplants Dialogue

When Aleksi and Rachel argue at the climax, it is not

necessary to know what they are saying. Here the audience

knows what will happen because Rachel has gotten what she

wanted from Aleksi even if she had to do it illegally. Now

she is going to flaunt this in front of him. Their speech is

completely masked by violent music while they continue with

the motions of argument (pgs. 186-199).

Only when it is necessary to know exactly what is

developing or has just transpired is actual dialogue used. A

musical depiction of an interaction between Rachel and Max is

heard (pg. 161). Here the audience will not know exactly what

is transpiring because of the lack of theatrical action to

support the meaning of the music. But the themes and timbres

used in this short piece come from what has been previously

associated with Max and Rachel. By the acceleration of the

tempo and the increase of the dynamics at the end of the

piece, the audience can surmise that things have not gone

smoothly. Rachel's dialogue confirms this (pg. 168). She and

Max had another argument.

Aleksi becomes obsessed with the completion of his

project. Minimalist percussion music is used to depict him

working (pg. 130). By using a rather quick tempo (4 = 120)
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the music is intended to portray Aleksi working strenuously.

Eventually the music is played without showing Aleksi and the

audience knows that he is working on his project even though

there may be another drama unfolding on stage.

Rachel wants to trap Aleksi into marriage. She is

impressed with his accomplishments and desires him as an

addition to her collection of possessions. Her theme is

played by the flute in an upper tessitura (pg. 137). Here she

is happy and optimistic about "acquiring" Aleksi. This theme

is expanded in color and density while she watches Aleksi

work (pg. 140). Here she is excited about her possible

relationship with him just before she attempts her seduction.

Rachel's theme is also distorted with rhythmic augmentations

and low tessituras (pg. 205). Here she is shown as a woman

scorned. Her actions and dialogue with Max display her

resentment of Aleksi.

Form

The script is constructed in a Shakespearean arch form

with the entire drama taking place in two acts with an

intermission. The climax occurs slightly past the middle of

the play according to time. Musically this arch form is less

clear. The music is not continuous, which serves to obscure

the form. Music is not always necessary to the drama and is

omitted completely in areas of plot development where the

action or emotion is very inert. An important dialogue
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between John and Rachel restates elements of the script

necessary to the coherence of the plot (pg. 139). The lack of

musical material here causes the audience to focus on the

dialogue.

Percussion instruments appear mostly during the central

part of the play where the emotion is the most intense. The

music is played loudest and highest at the climax, helping to

define the center of the arch. After this point the tension

of the play is never completely released even though the main

characters have already gone through their changes. This is

portrayed by a 60hz drone in the background (pg. 202) and

continuing intermittently until the end.

In the final scene, Aleksi is shown to be relaxed and

happy. His problems are far from being resolved, however. He

is merely satisfied that he made the right choice with his

work.

Conclusion

Attempts to make music as precise in meaning as the

written word have been made throughout music history but have

not always succeeded. Operas and musical dramas with their

association of text and music come closest. Wagner's

leitmotifs were meant to have literal associations, one

concept per motif. Prokofiev's PETER AND THE WOLF is another

example of music meant to be literal. In it he uses one theme

per character. But because of the subjective nature of sound,
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music played alone can mean anything to anybody. It can be

argued that because sounds are used to convey messages in a

piece, it cannot be literal.

In HEROES ARE BORN THEN MADE, definite actions or

dialogues are associated with specific types of music

according to pitch organization, color, style, or

combinations of these. What appears to be incidental music

between scenes is in actuality a musical statement of

definite meaning. The meaning is always confirmed in dialogue

or action.

A limited sound vocabulary whose individual phonic

definitions remain constant is utilized here. In order to

define a single emotion, a complete piece of music is used,

not just a melodic fragment. Sometimes a theme is played

using the character's theme instrument, sometimes a more

appropriate instrument is used to display the emotion felt.

Fine gradations of a single emotion are not attempted to be

made either. Extremes are the targets--happiness, anger,

sadness, desperation, etc. By restricting the sound

reinforcement to gross portrayals, the audience will largely

agree with what has been written into the score. For example,

a low cluster chord on the piano with bass drum can mean a

variety of things, but very few people indeed would associate

that sound event with happiness. And the music box quality of
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a celeste playing square, mechanical rhythms would certainly

evoke more images of youth than of old age.

The pitch content of a theme imparts a sense of

complexity into each character, subliminally or consciously.

The rhythm along with the timbre injects the mood. Whether

minor mode displays a feeling of happiness or sadness can be

a point of much argument, but little conjecture can be made

on whether a passage played quickly in the upper register of

a flute evokes the same emotional response as the same

passage played slowly in the lower register of a tuba.

Individual characters have separate pitch resources,

varying according to their personal complexity. But since

they share common emotional responses, they often utilize

common colors or timbres of their particular sound events.

One example simply stated: "low and slow is sad", no matter

which theme is played in this fashion.

The final product of each character/emotion "sound

painting" is the author's impression of what kind of sounds

evoke particular emotions in a listener. These sounds, it is

believed, are in agreement with popular conceptions of

similar sound/emotion correlations. Rather than expect the

general public to learn what a motif or timbre or color

means, a scene is painted with sound that the audience will

instinctively respond to in a manner that sympathizes with

the emotion portrayed on stage. In this way an attempt is

made to make music as literal as the written word.
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(Left stage, Aleksi seated at a desk in his lab at home beforethe Bun rises.)
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Aleksi: No! (Jumps to his feet) No this can't be. (Grabs his
head) There must be a mistake this can't happen. I must've made
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an error. (Looks at blackboard) But I worked through it many
times, it has to be correct. But it can't. (Slumps into a chair
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in defeat) But what if it is. (Lights go down)
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(Lights come up right stage, coffee lounge at work four or sohours later. Tape of background noises, leisurely atmosphere.
John Max and Tom enter together and sit at a table talking toge-ther. Lights go down, lights come up left stage, Aleksi at homein his lab.)
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Aleksi: (Despondent, quiet) All we have worked for will now
vanish, gone as if it never existed. Mankind has indeed been a
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futile venture. (Gazes off blankly, then onto the blackboard) I
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dust be wrong, (gets up, goes to board) I can't let this happen!
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(Writes feverishly, heavily. Lights go dovn, right stage lightscome up.)
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John: Have you noticed Aleksi lately? He'sonhto surprise people, even if they're waiting for it. What do ousuppose he eats?yy

Tom: Rocket fuel.

Max: What's he working on now?

John: I thinkkhe's trying for first place in the Nobel GrandPrix. Do you know what he's going to drive to the finish line?
Tom: I think it's going to be a four wheel drive DNA molecule.
Max: That guy sure works a hell of a lot. I wonder if he eversleeps. He's probably found a way to do it productively, ehhh!
John: Have you talked to him about his research Tom?
Tom: Just a little, it's hard to keep up with him when he's onone of his dialogues,lieapykefoupveh 

chess. He's oodatthat too by the way.,g

John: Sometimes I wish I had a mind like that, when I died Icould will it to IBM. (All laugh)

(Lights snap off right stage, simultaneously lights snap on left
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stage. Aleksi is writing furiously at the blackboard. He breakschalk, pounds the eraser against the blackboard. He goes through...
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books looking for answers hich he doesn't find. He throws things

across the room. He tears pages from notebooks and throws them on...
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the floor. He utters anguished cries of "No", pulls his hair. He ...
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goes back to the blackboard and starts writing again, slows down,...
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stops, backs up to a chair he knows is there and slumps into itdefeated.)
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Aleksi: It's over. If the sun rises today... Like cattle waiting
to be disassembled we are all fooled with security, then mur-
dered.
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sunlight rises slowly through a
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window in Aleksi's lab. Aleksi goes to the window and stares at
the sunrise.)
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Mankind mills about temporarily on something that
seems so permanent. Permanent... But it's not! How can man
compete with a star!? Why can't we! We both come from the same
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family. But I am the servant and they are the rulers, (Quietly)and we don't have as long to live as they. (Aleksi stands at thewindow looking at the sunrise.
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Lights go down left stage, come
up right stage, with tape of background noises.)
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John: Linda, have you seen Aleksi today?

Linda: Dr. Mans? (Thinks) No I don't remember seeing him, I canlet you know when I do Dr. Lodslow.

John: Oh it's not that important, I just wanted to talk to himabout his latest obsession that's all.

Linda: I can leave a note with his secretary if you want me to.(Body language says she is anxious to please)

John: No, never mind, it's not that important.

Linda: But I don't mind Dr. Lodslow.

John: No no, it's OK.

Pno. * Cre - - -

Linda: But I'm going that way anyway...

John: No. I said its OK.

Linda: I don't mind at all.

John: You don't Need To.

Linda: But I'd like to.

John: (Louder) Its not important. Really!

Linda: I've got to go see him today anyway and...
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John: (Snaps back) Alright then. (Slower) Thank you.

Qrv (S;IescC)

Linda: (Satisfied) You're welcome Dr. Lodslow. (Walks off)

(Tape o 6ac erd noises rt s tV.s

John: Whew! That girl is hopeless, she takes everything so se-
riously. Why don't one of you take her out and teach her what
humor is.

*Tom: No thank you I'm busy. (Gets up to leave, picks up his
mess)

*Max: Not on your life. I need someone with at least a walnut
sized brain. (Gets up to leave, picks up his mess)

John: Oh come on Max, she's not stupid. (Gets up to leave, picks
up his mess) I happen to know that she does very good work.

Max: Yea, and at the same time putting chimpanzees on the unem-ployment line. (Laughs, throws his mess away. John is disappoin-
ted at his attitude.) Oh come off it, you don't think she's all
that smart yourself.

John: (His expression changes to slight embarrassment) Well maybeshe'll never win a Pulitzer but she's a nice person and I like
her. I just wish she wasn't so seek. The girl needs some confid-ence. (All walk out of the lounge, Linda and Aleksi enter separa-tely from different entrances.)

(* - Simultaneously)
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Linda: Dr. Mans, Dr. Lodslow would like to talk with you.

Aleksi: (Not hearing her at all) Thank you Linda.

*Linda: You're welcome Dr. Mans. (Walks out)

*John: Aleksi. Where have you been? Aleksi!

N---Aleksi: (Awaken from thought) Hello John.

reds John: Hello, have you got a minute?

Aleksi: Well, yes.

J-so

Clar

assn.

John: I'm curious about what you're working on these days Aleksi,what have you got for us?

Aleksi: Ahm, I haven't written a presentation yet because I'vebeen very...
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John: I'm not saying that you're not working, we all know how youwork. I'm just curious, and besides, I have some money I'm trying
to get rid of.
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Aleksi: Oh, thank you John, but money is useless to me now.
(Turns to walk off)
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John: (Stops him from leaving) Be serious, money is mans best
friend. (Laughs)
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Aleksi: Thank you again, but... (Walks off)

John: (Looking after Aleksi amazed) I don't believe it, surprised
again. Dr. Aleksi Mans refusing research money.

Kf
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(Light goes down on John. Tape of background noises comes up in
the lounge area. Aleksi sits with Linda at a table. People are
milling about eating lunch.)

Aleksi: Linda what does one of your typical evenings consist of?

1i0
L..e.4.v S - m- I m

Linda: I like to watch something good on television. Something
thatcanhelpmelearnsomerhingaboutmyself. Ithinkaperson
can never know too much about himself.
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Aleksi: (Waits expectantly) Is that all?

Linda: No. I like relaxing too. Sometimes I go out where I can
take things easy and just enjoy the atmosphere... (Looks for
approval)
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Aleksi: (Sighs deeply, gazes off disappointed. She senses this
and wants to leave.)

Linda: Is that all Dr. Mans?
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Aleksi: Yes of course. Thank you.

Linda: (Detached) You're welcome Dr. Mans. (Gets up, leaves)
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(Max enters, sees Aleksi, comes over to prod him some.)

(con+nue repo if)

P

Max: Aleksi, I hear you're into genetics again.

Aleksi: Excuse me?

Max: Working with DNA molecules, growing them into whatever you
see fit. Maybe man eating tobacco plants huh?

Aleksi: That's not what I've been doing.

Max: Well what have you been doing?

Aleksi: It's hard to explain ina few minutes, I'd need...

Max: I know, everything is hard to explain in a few minutes, but
that's exactly how much time I've got, so why don't you give it a
try.
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Aleksi: (Sees that he can't avoid this situation) I've developed
a chain that contains the ability of environmentally matching it-
self as necessary to be able to adapt to it's surroundings.

Max: (Looks at Aleksi for a few seconds. Speaks slowly) Adapt
themselves?

Aleksi: (Nods)

Max: How can you know that?

Aleksi: I can project the results of a set of circumstances underwhich this molecule is supported and it's reactions by maael
simulation using a computer, and I have discovered that they cando just that, adapt themselves.

M---Max: (Very serious) You're joking.

Aleksi: No. In a sense I have looked into the future of these
molecules.

Max: How far?

Aleksi: As far as I want.

Max: An hour? Two hours? A million years?

Aleksi: Twenty million if I want.

Max: (Very surprised but reserved) And what do you see?

Aleksi: An advanced culture of course.

Max: Of what?

Aleksi: A higher order of life. Something quite different from...

Max: (Loud sigh) You're telling me that you can create a socie-ty, a complete species from a single molecule and trace it'sevolution, from beginning to end!?

Aleksi: (Looking at Max calmly, waits) Yes.
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Max: Ah, excuse me Dr. Mans, I need to decide if I can accept
this or not. (Walks out with a big smirk on his face. Aleksi
remains seated, continues eating his lunch. John enters another
part of the stage, Max calls to him to wait. John is somewhat
preoccupied working on some papers.)

Max: John, I've been talking to Aleksi and you're not going to
believe what I found out, it's really incredible. (Waits, looking
at John, smirking.)

John: (Looking at his papers) Well, I'm listening.

Max: You're going to have to call the medical ward this time he's
flipped for sure. He's got this notion that he can synthesize a
molecule, then grow it, all the time watching it, and seeing how
it developes right into an animal or something. He thinks he can
see the future. You need to call the padded truck for him John,
he's cracked right up the middle.

mIF A

John: (Pause, staring at Max.) If Dr. Mans thinks he can do it,
then I believe every word of it Mr. Wellis. (John walks off stage
then back onstage into the lounge) Aleksi, I just heard about
what you're doing. When are you planning on publishing?

Aleksi: Why should I publish?

John: What! You can't be serious. You're not just going to ignore
your own work are you?

Aleksi: There'd be no use in publishing this John, it's worth-
less.

John: Of course it's not worthless! Why are you saying this?
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Aleksi: (Aleksi's body language says defeat) Why do you suppose a
man facing a firing squad is offered a cigarette?

John: What?

Aleksi: Guilt I suppose, but why do you think he takes it? (Looks
deeply at John) Defiance and permanence. Smoking a cigarette
requires a free will and enough time to finish it. (Looks away) I
don't wish to accept that cigarette John.
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John: What are you talking about? I'm asking if you'll share your
results with us that's all, I'm not looking to shoot you Aleksi.
Since when have you decided to deny us all the benefit of scien-
tific research?

Aleksi: (Looks back to John) Has all the work mankind done actua-
lly gotten us anywhere? Our standard of living is more complex
now, but has it improved?

John: Aleksi stop talking riddles, just publish this work of
yours and we'll all benefit I'm sure.
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Aleksi: There's no time for us to benefit John, it's over.

K--- John: Aleksi what's going on? Tell me. Is it that you're worriedabout what you see resulting from your work. We can't control the
future. Change often makes things look worse than they really

53
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are. You just don't want to let go of the present. Let go Aleksi,and give us all the benefit of your work.

Aleksi: Dying is letting go John.
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John: (Stands from table exasperated) Why are you so obsessed
with dying!?

Aleksi: We are all standing on the threshold of infinity. Like
that man facing the firing squad, and the bullet opens the door.

Fe I ~ use V ore"11Slr. 2 ad t*

~ W ra 'lus w .G 646 'ea r

John: (Overwhelmed) I can give you a vacation Aleksi, take some
time off to deal with these issues. (More cheerfully) I want you
to be able to write a paper that will get you the Nobel Prize
this time for sure. Go home and don't do anything but relax. Call
me if you need anything. (Turns, starts walking out)

Aleksi: (Monotone) I need the rest or our lives John.

John: (Looks at Aleksi thinking) How about a week instead, behappy with what I can give you Aleksi. I'll see you next week.(Leaves)

(Lights go down, come up on a television giving the weather report."Unusually high temperatures forecast for this coming week, thereis no end in sight for this record breaking heat wave." Lights
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come up on Tom standing in a work area, he's busy with something.
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Aleksi comes walking by slowly, deep in thought. Tom sees Aleksi
and notices that he is very troubled.)
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Tom: Aleksi, you look terrible. Have you been sleeping well?

Aleksi: (Sighs) I've been very busy, I'm trying to decide whether
or not I should continue working.

Tom: Continue working!? Is that depression I hear?

Aleksi: (Stares off removed in thought.)

Tom: I thought it'd take an incredible amount to depress you.
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Aleksi: (Pause) I'm up against a stone wall with no answers,
isn't that enough? What would you require for depression?

"--Tom: A psychiatrist. (Smiles, stops, pauses seriously) Not having
alternatives.

Aleksi: What about a future?

Tom: Having alternatives is a future.

Alekss : And what if I can't see any alternatives?

Tom: I don't see you tied to a post in front of a firing squad.
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Aleksi:__Idon'thaveanychoices__left Tom._Neitherdoyou.

Aleksi: I wihIknewlesthanIdo

Tom: You don't know as auch as you think you do. If you did you'd
have an answer to this dilemma of yours. (Pause, looking at
Aleksi) Go home and plant a tree.
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Aleksi: A tree! Why!?

Tom: To watch it grow.

Aleksi: And what if I'm not here to watch it.

Tom: It'll be here long after you're gone.

Aleksi: A tree... Trying to carry water in a sieve. (Paces)

Tom: You won't get much water to it that way Aleksi.

Aleksi: Why bother watering it? It's just going to die anyway.

Tom: Why don't you give it a chance to live before you kill it
off.

Aleksi: What do you think about raising cattle for the slaughter
houses?

Tom: Or trees for the lumber mill?

Aleksi: Yes. Living on a temporary lease until the landlord
decides you've had enough. Nothing matters but the lease. This
tree idea of yours sounds absurd considering it's life will never
amount to anything, unless I send it to a lumber mill.
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Tom: (Quiet, thinking) You are truly depressed. Better plant two
trees.

Aleksi: I suppose you used to build sand castles, and fight off
the waves to keep them alive.

Tom: Pleasant memories ALeksi.

Aleksi: Do they help you now? Are they valuable?

Tom: Memories are as real as castles are.

Aleksi: Reality is only what we can feel or see Tom. Memories
can't be real because they aren't made of concrete.
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Tom: You are a product of your past Aleksi. Everything that youcan remember is alive in you now, are you real?

Aleksi: (Thinks a bit) What I am experiencing is definitely real,
we're all going to know that very soon. Trees aren't going to
change anything.
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Tom: You'd better plant three trees Aleksi, maybe a bush too. Who
knows, you might start your own forest.

Aleksi: Now you want me to populate the entire globe with trees.
I should have settled for one and saved myself a lot of work.

Tom: You can start with one Aleksi. It could lead to others all
by itself. You could end up with a forest from a single tree.
Isn't that a satisfying thought?
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Aleksi: (Sarcastically) Productive surely. Quite a yield on the
work invested. I'll give it some thought.

Tom: This entire planet was started from less than that Aleksi,
and now look at it.

Aleksi: Yes, look at it now.

I
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(This scene is a film projected on the over head screen. A middle
aged woman is doing house work. A small boy comes running in
upset.) A
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Mother: Aleksi! what happened to you? Are you alright?
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(Slowly, hurt) Yea, I'm OK.

You're all bruised, what happened?

I only tried to stop them from hurting Roxy.

(She starts to care for Aleksi's bruises) Who's Roxy?

He's my friend in the park, he was scared, they were
him Mommy!
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Mother: Who was hurting him?

Aleksi: I don't know but I tried to get them to stop and they
wouldn't.

Mother: What were they doing to Roxy?

Aleksi: They had sticks and were throwing rocks at him. They
knocked him out of his tree and chased him, they wouldn't stop!

Mother: What did you do?
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Aleksi: I tried to make them stop hitting Roxy, but they wouldn't
They didn't stop at all Mommy! (Starts crying, she hugs him.)
They killed him Mommy, they killed Roxy.

Mother: What did you do?

Aleksi: (Whimpering) I started hitting them back, like they did
to Roxy. I hate those boys Mommy! I hope they die, all of them!

Mother: Now Aleksi, you don't really want that to happen, you're
just hurt and sad.

Aleksi: I hate them, I do! And I always will! (Crying)
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Mother: You can't keep hating them all your life. You'd never
grow up, and hate can hurt you in much worse ways. You need to
learn how to love your friends.

Aleksi: But Mommy! They killed Roxy! They're not my friends. Why
did they do it Mommy!?

Mother: I don't know, but don't hate them dear. Everybody on this
Earth deserves more than hate from us, we need to help each
other.
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Aleksi: I don't ever want to help them! Why are they so mean?
Mother: People aren't so simple to explain Aleksi. But we all
need a chance to correct our mistakes. Those boys won't keep on
killing all their lives. Don't hate them dear, we all have tolearn to love each other, otherwise we'll never prosper.

Aleksi: But I don't even know those boys. I'm not going to love
someone I don't know!
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Mother: Love is not just for people who know each other Aleksi.
Its such too important to be saved for only that.

Aleksi: But how can I love someone who hits me with a stick!?

Mother: You'll know how when it's time to show it.

Aleksi: (Softly) But... How am I supposed to show it?

Mother: You show it every time you give someone something they
need, and not wish for anything in return.
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(While she fixes him up to go outside again a radio in the
*background airs a weather report. "The weather for next week and

as long as we can see right now continues to be very pleasant and
mild. Seasonable temperatures with clear skies." Switch back to
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Aleksi. Max comes by. He never looks away from Aleksi when they
are talking.)

(4eti repf~ ts Ow Ad 4- ,tA ce ll ppin.son "~l~;,Mr)

Max: Aleksi you don't look good been chasing girls again?
(Aleksi says nothing, just keeps staring out a window) Are you
alright?

Aleksi: It doesn't matter, it's almost over.

Max: Been sick huh? Now you know how the rest of us feel.

Aleksi: How do we prepare ourselves for the end Max?

Max: I usually drink some milk with an egg in it.

Aleksi: (Looks at Max directly, confused) An egg?... What?

Max: The next morning, then I feel OK.

Aleksi: An egg.?

Max: Yea.

Aleksi: (Looks back out window) And all that you've done before
it?

Max: What I can remember you mean. I laugh about it.

Aleksi: Are your memories important to you Max?
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Max: I like the real thing better.

Aleksi: You can't stand on a memory can you.

Max: Woaw! I didn't think you were into that Aleksi, always full
of surprises aren't you. What else are you into?

Aleksi: I haven't lived enough, I want more.

wf

Max: A party animal, well! I can help you there.

Aleksi: Can you? How?

Max: I'm an authority. What's your pleasure?

Aleksi: Max... I don't think you can...

Max: Come on now don't be shy, tell me. Come on.

Aleksi: (Looks at Max, contemplating) How would you make some-
thing permanent.

Max: (Surprised) How permanent?

Aleksi: Until everyone involved has no need for it, and doesn't
want it anymore.

Max: You mean longer than one night?

Aleksi: Of course.
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Max: (Impressed) You just don't know the right people. (Writes on
a piece of paper) Here, call this guy, tell him you know me,
he'll set you up. (Hands Aleksi the paper, turns and walks away)
Let me know what happens. (He waves without looking back. Aleksi
is confused, he looks down at the paper. He slowly walks over to

acea
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a table and sits down. He stares at the paper removed in thought.
John comes by and sees that Aleksi is disturbed, he is concerned
for Aleksi and cautiously approaches him. Aleksi notices someone
standing close by.)
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John: (Carefully) Hello Aleksi, how are you?

I
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Aleksi: (Sees that an answer is required) I haven't started
smoking yet if that's what you mean.

John: Maybe you should. I know some smokers who've lived to be
very old. (Al eksi stares off blankly) Is there something you want
to tell me Aleksi? (Waits) Something you've discovered maybe?
(Waits) Something that affects your life perhaps? (Searching
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carefully sits across from Aleksi. Aleksi looks at John andwonders if he should answer) This molecule business has really
gotten you down hasn't it?
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Aleksi: (John hit an exposed nerve, Aleksi bangs the table withclosed fists sitting up violently) You don't even know thehalf of it John!

John: (Louder than before) Can't you find a cure?

Aleksi: (Loudly) HA! Not very likely!

John: (Starting to get angry) So you're just going to lay downand die!?

Aleksi: (Becomes defiant) Will your house plants live in thedark!? (John doesn't know what to say) Once their most basicnecessity disappears THEY WILL DIE! (In a final tone.)
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John: (Caught off guard) But I wouldn't do that to them they'revaluable to me. (Quietly) So are you Aleksi. If one gets sickrIgive it more attention, I bring it back to it's health.
Aleksi: (Looking defiantly at John, wondering if he should tellhim the entire story) And how would you care for a star?

John: A what?

Aleksi: (Insistent, louder) How do you keep a star from blowingup!?

John: What does that have to do with you!?

Aleksi: Everything.

John: (Quietly with concern) You're getting irrational Aleksi.
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Aleksi: (Insistent, loud) If you can keep the sun from EXPLODINGthen DO IT! I'll listen to anything you have to say!

John:(Very quiet and surprised) So you're certain you're goingto die.

Aleksi: (Angry and in a final tone of voice) Yes.

John: How long till the end?

Aleksi: A month, a year, who knows.

John: Are you going to continue working?

Aleksi: (Looks at John angrily) On what? Why?

John: You're going to leave quite a legacy as it is Aieksi, butyou're not through. This project you've just started has a tre-mendous potential. It could be your greatest achievement yet.(Looks for response) We're all going to die Aleksi. (Aleksi
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abruptly gets up from the table turns and takes a few steps
keeping his back to John. John remains seated, he turns to face
Aleksi) But human nature is not one of defeat. (Pleading) Work onthis project Aleksi! It could benefit all of mankind, even ifyou're not here to see it!
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- Al eksi : (Turns to face John) What's the purpose of working onsomething knowing it's going to be destroyed. Possibly beforeit's even finished!? (John does't haenaswrh'sel 
es

and onfsed Alksisee ths and becomes very angry) Why don'tyou talk to me more of human aspiration and perseverance John.
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(Aleksi wants a response but none comes. He turns dropping thepaper on the floor that Max gave him and leaves. John gets upslowly watching Aleksi, stage lights go down.)
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(Lights snap on. Max and Tom are sitting at a table in the lounge
talking. Tape of background noises, people talking etc.)

John: (Comes walking in) Have you seen Aleksi?

Tom: No, not for days.

Max: (In a knowing fashion) He's probably bitten off a little
more than he can chew.

John: (Sits down) What do you mean?

Max: He came to me looking for a good time and I showed him where
he could get it. He's probably recovering from a weekend he'll
never forget. If he remembers it! (Laughs out loud. Others are
puzzled but don't take him seriously)
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(Cut to Aleksi struggling ith his discovery in his lab at home...
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He is pacing, running his hand through his hair pulling it. He..,
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doesn't know what to do. Cut back to the lounge with tape of
background noises.)

John: Have you checked the hospitals? (Others are again puzzled)
Tomn: No why would we?

John: I think he's very sick.

Max: That's no joke he's cracking right up the middle. (Smirks)
John: (Annoyed with Max) I think he may be dying.
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Tom: (Tom and Max are surprised) Dying!? From what?

John: Cancer maybe. Haven't you noticed how he's changed? He used
to be happy, and now...

(Cut to Aleksi at home struggling with his dilemma. He is consid-...
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ering many things, he is under. a great stress. He is angry and...
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depressed. His previous math is on the blackboard. He goes over...
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to it andwrites in a clear space using large letters "Earth...
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Mars" then puts a large X over each. He stands back to observe...
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his writing and in anger throws a piece of chalk at it breaking...
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the chalk. There are potted plants in the room that weren't there...
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previously. With one of his moves he accidently knocks a plant to
the floor dislodging it from the pot and scattering dirt around...
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the floor. He is angered even more and throws the other plants
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against the floor and walls. He kicks their dirt around the room.He picks up a plant that came out of it's pot and with determina-
tion throws it forcefully into a waste can. He begins doing the
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same to the other plants one at a time until none are left. He
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looks for more to throw away and notices what he's done. He isnow surprised and hurt at what has happened. After gazing at hissurroundings he bursts into quiet tears covering his face with<--Jhis hands. He shakes his head in alarm. Crying he slowly removes
one of the plants from the waste can. He treats it with greatcare taking it back to one of the pots he threw across the room.
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-----R Retrieving the pot he begins replanting it carefully.He places
iton a window sill for light and gives it water.He doesthis
foreachplant.Once he finishes repotting all theplants he...
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(Linda has papers for Aleksi to sign, she has not noticed that

he's been out for a while. Aleksi has changed, he is composed and

business like. His clothes are different, his lighting is diff-

erent, brighter. He has some hope now. He signs the papers, she
takes them and leaves.)

John: Aleksi! Where have you been!? How are you? (Anxious)

Aleksi: (Not angry anymore) I've got a proposal here for a pro-
ject I want to start as soon as possible John. It's a rough
draft, I didn't have time to polish it up I hope you don't mind.

John: (Surprised, startled, pleased) No no, it's alright (He
takes it from Aleksi), I'll have my secretary clean it up. Does
this mean you're... you're...

Aleksi: I need to complete this one very soon John.

John: Yes of course. How do you feel? Are you alright? (Searching
Aleksi's face)

Aleksi: (Losing patience) Yes yes will you help me? We don't have
much time.

John: Of course I'll help you Aleksi, but I thought you had it
finished.

Aleksi: Finished?

John: Your computer molecules.

Aleksi: (Thinks) Yes I do.

John: (Confused) Then what's this? (Holds up papers.)

Aleksi: The experiment I want to conduct now.

John: What about the other one?

Aleksi: What other one?

John: Your molecules.

Aleksi: I've finished that one.

John: Are you going to publish the results?

Aleksi: I don't have any yet.

John: But you said you were finished!

Aleksi: I haven't started yet!

John: Your molecules! Are you going to publish your molecules!?
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Aleksi: (Pause and thinks) No, why should I?

John: You're just going to forget about it?

Aleksi: No. I'm using them in here! (Points insistently at the
proposal). It's all in my proposal John, read it.

John: Alright Aleksi. (Almost exasperated) Thank you. (Aleksi
walks off leaving John on the stage looking after him as he
leaves). It'll take a few weeks to get this processed Aleksi,
that's the fastest I can do it. (Apologetically).

Aleksi: That's alright I have enough equipment to start with now.
What I need mostly is enough time to finish it. (John gets a
pained look on his face.)

1 10

(Characters walk off stage, lights dim. People begin walking back
and forth across front stage working.)
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(Aleksi begins working very hard. He occasionally passes John and

the others without recognizing them. John becomes concerned.
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Aleksi moves quickly around the stage oblivious to his surround-
ings. Everyone else notices him however. He sometimes bumps into
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people. He resumes working behind the shadow box.
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John: Max, I'm worried about Aleksi, he's working too hard, he
needs to slow down.

Max: Why?

John: He's always in the lab, it's ruining his health. I'm think-
ing of making him take some vacation time.

Max: He's a nut he won't do it. And if you locked up his lab he'd
just start working at home 24 hours a day instead of 18. Let him
alone. We've all got to die someday.

John: (Sees it's useless talking to Max and walks off stage.)

Max: (Once John is gone) Wait John! I'm willing to help! I can
take Aleksi's vacation time for him!

(Switch to John talking with Tom. Aleksi's shadow disappears.)
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Tom: Get him some help. That will speed up his progress and take
some of the strain off.

John: What if he objects?

Tom: To free labor in the lab? (Disbelieving) I wouldn't.

John: (Pause and thinks) Yea, you're right. I'll do it. (Walks
off stage. Tom remains busy with something.)

Aleksi: No! (Emerges angry from where shadow box is) I don't want
any help! (Lights go down on Tom. Aleksi coughs) I'm doing fine!

John: (Follows him out) Why are you coughing?

Aleksi: (Impatiently) John... now look...

John: Your health is my responsibility as well as your work.

Aleksi: (Coughs) I want to work alone!

John: You have no choice on this one Aleksi.

Aleksi: I don't want a stranger completely upsetting my labora-
tory!

John: (Pleading just a little) I wouldn't ask you to work with an
incompetent person Aleksi.

Aleksi: (Coughs) I don't want a stranger in my lab John!

John: (Curious) You seem nervous about something. What is it?

Aleksi: I'm not nervous.

John: Edgy?

Aleksi: I'm all-right! (Coughs)

John: Just meet this person then decide, OK?-

Aleksi: (Sees he can't win) Alright, but I'm going to expect a
lot!

John: (Smiles and walks off. Comes back in with Rachel) Aleksi, I
want you to meet Doctor Rachel Flours.

(They stand center stage facing each other, lights go down. Lights
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- - come up on Aleksi and Rachel working together in the 1ab. She
leaves the work area and sees John.)

John: How are things going in the lab between you two?
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-- Rachel: Oh very well. I've always wanted to work with someone
like Dr. Mans. This will be very good for my career.

John: You might become good friends too.

Rachel: (She smiles) He is nice.

John: Once you get to know him?
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Rachel: Ah... it wasn't easy at first.

John: I knew you could do it though. You're not married are you?

Rachel: (Embarrassed) No.

N
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John: (Nods, thinking) How is work progressing in the lab?

Rachel: Very fast. He wants to be ready for the first shuttle

launch next month.

John: (Thinking) Yea... I don't think he'll make it, but we'll
see.

Rachel: Why is it so important to get this done so quickly?

John: (Caught off guard) Ah... in fact I've been trying to make
him slow down some. That's why I put you on the project. I was
hoping that by shifting some of the work load off him he would,
has he?

Rachel: Oh yes. I'm doing all the engineering now, Dr. Mans was
having a very difficult time with that.

John: Good, it's nice to know there's something he's not an
expert at.

Rachel: Why are we doing thIs anyway?

John: Doing what?

Rachel: Sending this capsule to Mars?

John: Hasn't Aleksi told you?

Rachel: No, not Why it's going.

John: Aleksi's working on developing a new strain of seeds which
hopefully will improve our crop yields up there.

Rachel: But he's not sending seeds, he's sending bacteria.

John: Uh huh. He wants to verify a computer model he's developed.

Rachel: What kind of model?

John: One that can trace the evolution of micro-organisms based
on their environment and age.

Rachel: (Looking at John puzzled)

John: Using it he can accurately predict what they'll grow into.

So he's looking at what life on Mars will do to these cultures.

Rachel: (In disbelief) Are you serious?

John: Oh yes. This experiment will verify the accuracy of his
model which will then be used to genetically engineer the seeds.

Rachel: That's amazing.

John: He can do it with other things too.

Rachel: (Stares at John)

John: (Enjoying the audience) He probably could tell you what

you'll look like in twenty years. If you'd let him. (Laughs a
little, then gets serious) But this is all in confidence.

Rachel: (Thinking) Of course.

John: Good luck with Aleksi, don't let his run you ragged.

Rachel: (Lost in thought, walks off stage.)
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---- * (Lights and music come up together on Aleksi working. Rachel
enters and gets busy with something. She stops after about ten
seconds and watches Aleksi work. She imagines romance with him.)
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Rachel: It's going to get dark soon. (Waits, no reaction) Lets go
out and watch the sunset.

Aleksi: Huh?

Rachel: Lets go out somewhere and watch the sun go down.

Aleksi: No! I mean... I don't like seeing the sun go away.

Rachel: (Puzzled) It'll come back tomorrow, maybe we can watch it
then too.

Aleksi: I don't welcome the coming of darkness.
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Rachel: Why not? Darkness can be a very happy time. I like the

dark.

Aleksi: (Not paying attention, continues what he is doing)

Rachel: Darkness is sentual. (Comes close, runs her finger on his
shoulder) You wouldn't like spending some time in the dark with
me?

Aleksi: (Oblivious) I much prefer the coming of dawn.

Rachel: (Face brightens up, surprised) Yes, you're full of sur-
prises aren't you.

Aleksi: Sunrises have become very beautiful for me.
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R--.Rachel: (Baiting him) Yes, they are quite lovely. You know my
apartment faces east, we have a lovely view from there. Shall we
go?

Aleksi: (Confused) Where?

Rachel: To my apartment, yours is such a mess.

Aleksi: No I've got work to do. (Continues)

Rachel: But you said you wanted to watch the sunrise with me.

Aleksi: It doesn't come until five-forty-seven tomorrow.
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$-iRachel: I'm sure we'll be able to think of something to keep us
busy while we're waiting. I've got some ideas right now. (Starts
to run her finger on his shoulder again)

Aleksi: You go on, I'll meet you later if you want but I can't
stop now I'm running out of time.

Rachel: (Frustrated) If I go home alone I'm going to stay alone.
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Aleksi: Alright I'll see you tomorrow. (Keeps working)

Rachel: (Very impatient) Aleksi! you're dealing with a woman not

a computer! (Softer) I have feelings. (Softer) And needs. (Sof-
ter. approaches him sentually) And desires. (Runs her hand on
him)

S+ Aleksi: (Backs away quickly, realizes whats going on) I need to
stay here and work tonight. Every night until this project is
completed.
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Rachel: (Angry, throws a pencil across the room, yells) Why is
this thing so important to you!? Why are you so involved with
some stupid bacteria and not me!? Am I that unattractive!? (Waits
for an answer) Well? (Waits, yells) Tell me!

Aleksi: (Intimidated, quietly) No. No I don't... (Louder, more
assertively) But I can't stop working now, not when I'm almost
finished. (Pleads) We're all almost finished. (Quieter, hopeles-
sly) Then there'll be nothing left to do but wait. Wait and hope
for more sunrises.

Rachel: (Angry and hurt) For you AND me?

Aleksi: Yes.

Rachel: Then I'll go home and wait. I'll wait until you're
finished all right? Will you come to me then?

Aleksi: I don't know if I'll be able to. But I can try.

Rachel: (Angry) Is that all I get? A small effort? (Wants to say
something but doesn't know what, stalls, starts to say something
but doesn't, stalls some more, finally storms out)

Aleksi: (Reluctantly continues working.)

4i.nER14iS snap a".

INTERMISSION
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(Lights come up with Rachel in the coffee lounge getting some-

thing from a vending machine. She is standing somewhat in a

profile to the audience. Max enters and pats her heavily on the

A -4obutt. She flinches, spins around quickly to see who it is then

diverts his hand.)

Rachel: Don't touch me like that!

Max: Well! I'm very sorry! What's the problem?

Rachel: I don't like being handled that way.!

Max: What!?

B-' Rachel: Keep your paws to yourself, I don't like being treated
like a loose woman.

Max: What happened to you!?

Rachel: Just leave me alone alright?

Max: What brought all this on!?

Rachel: (She stalls, fidgets) I don't like eating breakfast alone
OK!?

C--.Max: (Angered) I told you I had some things to do.

Rachel: At three in the morning!?

Max: (Surprised by her reaction) Yea! I had places to go...

things to do... (Struggles to f-ind words) people to see.

Rachel: (Jealous, speaks articulately) What kind of things? In
what places, and with whom!?

Max: What!? Hey I don't have to take this, you're not that good.

Rachel: Ohhh! I c:Jn't have any problems. You seem to have a
short memory as w:1l!

Max: What the hell does that mean!?

A 8 C D

Rachel: Your pride is definitely the biggest part of you. (Smirks
in a taunting fashion)

Max: Well maybe I'll bring a horse next time so you won't be

disappointed.
D -I

Rachel: (She angers and slaps Max across the face. He grabs her

and they struggle standing up) What makes you think there'll be a
next time! Ahhh! (They get rougher)
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A"---Max: Shut up! (He subdues her a little)

Rachel: (With vengeance) What's the matter strong man? Afraid
someone will hear you're not the stud you think you are? (He
responds by tightening his grip, she winces in pain) Ow, you're
hurting me!

Max: (He feels superior) Whores are supposed to be tougher than
this aren't you ashamed. (She manages to strike him in the groin)4--
Ahhh.(Not too loudly, he releases her, backs off, struggles to
get to a chair and sits down. All the time Rachel watches with
concern. Max talks with difficulty.) You've got problems girl.

Rachel: (She begins to feel badly, speaks defensively) Well I
don't like being referred to as a whore.

Max: You're a bitch too.

Rachel: (Angry, loudly) Ohhh! What an ass you are. Do you treat
everyone this way!?

Max: (Gruffly) Just the sluts.

C-- (She steps quickly over to him and slaps him on the face. He
grabs her hand and struggles again with her. She starts hitting
him violently with her other hand, she is angry. He can't cope
with this.)

D--PMax: (Yells) Hey! You witch, back off!

cAmC
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Rachel: (Yells) Go to hell you bastard! (She continues hittinghim. He has had enough and forcefully throws her off himself. SheA lands against the wall with a hard bump) Ahh! (Whimpers softly) Myback, you hurt me. (She begins crying softly, but not sincerely)

Max: (He looks at her with some concern, waits) You're not sodamned attractive either.

Rachel: Oh? (Crying) So now we're getting to the bottom. What isit about me that disagrees with you? (Her crying subsides, angerbegins to come)

B--+Max: You could stand to lose five or ten pounds.
Rachel: Oh really.? (Wipes tears from her face smudging her eyemakeup. Sherbecomes defiant andangry)hFrom where?

Max: Try taking off your makeup! (Laughs forcefully out loud)+- C
D--+ Rachel: (She gets very angry then calms down. Speaking with avehement tongue) You think you're quite a man don't you. (Louder)But you can't even sittupkstraight!q(Laughs loudly, forced) r)

E- Max: (Sees he's at a disadvantage) Very funny! (Tries sitting up,can't do it) You're very good at handing out pain aren't you. Doyou have a degree in that too? (Waits, staring at her) You're ahunter you know that? You need to collect trophies for yourbedroom wall. Well you're not getting these! (Points to his
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A --+ groin) I'm a man all right, but you're just a lesbian Amazon.(She turns cold with anger, stares with hatred at him)

B--Max: A dike who only knows domination or defeat when it comes to

(She begins to approach him with true hate and anger showing)
Max: You're an emotional adolescent. A child who craves peniscandy but doesn't want to pay for it. Well you're going to payfor this one girl...

C
Rachel: (She slaps him hard on the face trying to do much dam-age. Softly, with hatred) I won't stand for treatment like thisfrom someone I just met. (He is genuinely hurt and after a fewD--+seconds to recover he slaps her back very hard. She screams andfalls backwards to the floor surprised and in much pain. Sheturns her back to him and drags herself to the wall burying herface against it and starts to cry openly but not too loudly. Maxstruggles to his feet and starts to approach her. Aleksi entersthe room preoccupied with some paperwork. Rachel notices him andquickly stands trying to compose herself. She turns around lean-ing with her back against the wall.Anxiously she tries to appearcheerful.) Hello Aleksi, I've got those figures for you. (Hidingher bruises hoping he'll respond.)

Aleksi: (Awakened from thought) Hello Rachel. (Noticing Max)Hello Max.

E----(Maxlooks at them both in turn, backs off, and leaves the roomangry and in pain.)

s.o.

AC B C (O msE

Rachel: I worked on them all last night for you.

Aleksi: (Thinking, puzzled) I don't remember asking you for anycal cul ations. Are you sure?

Rachel: Yes, you wanted to know the sequence for ejecting asatellite out of Mars orbit towards the surface.
Aleksi: (Remembers) Oh yes. That's right. Very good! That wouldcome in quite handy right now. (Waits for a response)
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A---*(Rachel looks after Max, preoccupied.)

Aleksi: Do you have them with you?

Rachel: What?

Aleksi: The figures.

B--0Rachel: No I don't. (Looks after Max, preoccupied)

Aleksi: Are they in your office?

C--Rachel: (Awakened) No! I... ahh... mean... I left them at home.

Aleksi: (Puzzled) But I thought you had them here for me.

Rachel: (Frightened, looking at Aleksi, unsteady speech) Well...
I meant, that, (Quickly) I would have them finished BY today...

Aleksi: Oh, I see. Well are they finished?

Rachel: (Quickly, defensively) Yes of course.

Aleksi: Can we go pick them up?

D--- Rachel: (Panic approaches) Ahm... no, I can't leave right now. I
have something in the office I have to take care of. (Feels more

E---*confident now.) I can get them to you tomorrow, or maybe this
weekend.

Aleksi: How about if I drop by after work, say five o'clock?
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Rachel: No! I mean... (More composed) I have something else I
have to take care of tonight. (Looks after Max)

A
Aleksi: But I'll just drop by and immediately leave, I won't
take any of your time.

Rachel: No! I won't be home at all tonight, I'm leaving straight
from work. (Searches Aleksi's face)

Aleksi: (Sees he won't get the results) Oh, I see. (Starts on the
work he had with him when he came in, turns and begins to leave)
Will you be coming into the lab today?

B--Rachel: No I won't be in at all. I have a very busy schedule in
front of me. (Studies his reaction.)

Aleksi: All right, well, I've got a long night ahead of me aswell. (Starts walking out.)

C--Rachel: (Surprised at his words, she thinks he might have heard
the fight between her and Max. She searches him for an answer) I
can drop by later if you'd like. (Slowly, unsure) Maybe we could
have dinner or something. I know of this...

Aleksi: (Turns to face her) I thought you weren't going to be
home tonight?

D--Rachel: Huh? Oh! (Quickly, impersonally) That's right. It comple-tely slipped my mind! Well I guess it'll have to be some other
time. Bye! (She gives him a big plastic smile then quickly walks
out)

E---*(Aleksi walks out a different exit and into his lab.)
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(Aleksi is in his lab working. Linda brings in some papers for
him to sign.)

Linda: Excuse me Dr. Mans but I need your signature on these
papers. (Hands him about fifty papers)

Aleksi: (Dreading all the work) All of them?

Linda: Yes, it's purchase requests in quintuplet.

Aleksi: They never show this part of research in the movies do
they? (Takes the papers to a desk, sits down, organizes his space
for efficiency and starts to sign never hurrying. Linda stands
over him watching, fanning herself.)

Linda: I saw something on TV last night about research. It remin-
ded me of Dr. Flours and you. It was a man and woman doing some-
thing with white rats.

Aleksi: (He keeps signing papers waiting for more) Do you remem-
ber any more than that?

Linda: No. I wasn't paying that much attention to it, I know I

( pMj., R-)

should have. It must be nice knowing so much, and getting to work

with someone like Dr. Flours. I think she's wonderful.

Aleksi: Yes, she's a very nice person.

Linda: She just impresses me, I mean with her education and back-
ground and all...

Aleksi: But you're educated as well.

Linda: Oh but not like her. She's got her DOCTORATE,...
(Embarrassed) I only have a bachelors degree.

Aleksi: Why didn't you get a doctorate?

Linda: Oh I could never do that, I'm not smart enough. I couldn't
imagine being in a class next to someone like Dr. Flours.

Aleksi: She's human too Linda. You should be easier on yourself.
You've got more to offer than you think.
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Linda: Do you think so? (He nods) Really? (Happier) Do you think
Rachel, I mean Dr. Flours would think so?

Aleksi: I'm sure she has the highest respect for you.

Linda: (Stares off smiling)
accomplished. Why would she
me?

I'd like that. (Frowns)
want to be friends with

But she's so
someone like

Aleksi: Linda, you're a very nice p
opinion of yourself. Be confident.

erson, but you have a very low

J8LIN4,R,4+0 4%

Linda: (Distantly) Dr. Flours is confident isn't she? (Day
dreams) She's so good at everything she does.

Aleksi: Not everyone shares your opinion.
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Linda: What? (Quickly, anxiously) You think she's something don't
you?

Aleksi: Yes, I think she's very nice but...

Linda: Then who would think she's not good at everything she
does?

Aleksi: Max thinks she wears too much makeup.

Linda: (Slightly angry) You're joking, did he tell you this?

Aleksi: I heard him say so.

Linda: (Resentfully) Well he must have been joking.

Aleksi: Do you have any hobbies?

Linda: Hobbies? No, why?

Aleksi: Maybe you should consider it. A pet maybe, or something
you could do with your hands. Some activity to keep you occupied,
maybe painting. You might learn something about yourself you had
no idea of. How about archaeology?

Linda: Archaeology? What's that!?

Aleksi: Studying ancient cultures.

Linda: Why would I want to do that?

Aleksi: We're all products of our past.

Linda: But I'm not interested in dusty old things like that.

Aleksi: Did you know that the Mayan Indians believed there were
other races of people living here before ours?

Linda: What?

Aleksi: Yes, completely different than any of us.

Linda: What happened to them?

Aleksi: Supposedly they were all killed off by great natural
disasters.

Linda: (Impressed, starts to think, wants to know more)

Aleksi: Do you ever wonder where you come from?

Linda: (Awakened) Huh?
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Aleksi: You and I have relatives that go back thousands of years.
Your ancestors may have helped build pyramids, or rode in calva-
ries, or chased animals on foot trying to catch dinner. Your
family goes back all the way to the first people of our race.

(Linda becomes very impressed and interested. She starts to say
something when Rachel walks in occupied with paper work. Linda
sees her and becomes excited but intimidated, she backs away when
Rachel comes close.)

Geno

Rachel: (Annoyed) Aleksi I've been looking for you. You made some
more changes and I don't see why they're necessary. It seems
you're always making changes in what I do. Would you mind
explaining this to me? (Gesturing towards the papers)

Aleksi: Rachel, you've met Linda haven't you?

Rachel: What? (Annoyed) Oh yes hello Linda.

* Linda: (Sheepishly) Hello Dr. Flours.

* Rachel: (In a business-like fashion) Do you have time to go
over this with me? I realize it's almost lunch but I would really
like to know why you want this done differently.

Aleksi: Well I was about to get something to eat.

Rachel: I don't want to inconvenience you but,.. why don't we
work on this over lunch together. I know a place that'll do quite
well.

Aleksi: Yes of course, Linda would you like to come join us?

Jso

*Linda: Ohh that would be nice! Yes I'd like tha...

"Rachel: What!? I thought we might be able to get some work done,not just sit around chatting about T.V. shows. I'd prefer justyou and I meet Aleksi this is important.

(Linda is stunned and hurt. Aleksi is surprised and does notbelieve what has happened. There is silence for a few seconds.)

Aleksi: Rachel!

(" Simultaneously)
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Linda: (Stunned, struggles with her words) I just remembered Ihave to be somewhere. Thank you anyway, but I... (Runs out very
upset)

Aleksi: (Angry) Was that necessary?

Rachel: (Aggressively) You're the one who's concerned about get-
ting work done around here.

Aleksi: Excuse me, but this is the first time you've been so
enthusiastic about this project.

(a)

Rachel: Well I'm sorry if I seem too professional but you keepaltering everything I do. It's upsetting having all my workexamined and changed constantly, as if nothing I do is up to par.(Waits, looking at Aleksi) Perhaps you're too used to dealingwith incompetence. (Her eyes direct his attention to the door
Linda just ran out of.)

(Aleksi feels compelled to defend Linda. Max enters and goes to abookshelf looking for something, Rachel notices him.)

Aleksi: (Upset with Rachel but trying to calm her a little) It'sdifficult working on a project such as this, but you needn't beso abusive to your co-workers.

Rachel: (Quickly) She's not one of my co-workers. I wouldn't be
able to put up with the whistling.

Aleksi: (Puzzled) What whistling?

Rachel: (Arrogantly, louder than necessary) The high pitchedshrill caused by all the air in the room rushing past her earstrying to fill the void. (Max chuckles to himself, Rachel noticesand joins in).

Aleksi: (Upset with Rachel) Why do dislike Linda so much? Yourbelligerent behavior is...
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Rachel: (Condescendingly, loudly) She's dull. I'm not even sure
she's house broken yet. (Laughs, Max laughs along)

Aleksi: (Trying to defend Linda) Have you tried talking to her?
She might surprise you.

peOrcm5

Max: Yea. She might use three words in a sentence instead of two.
(He and Rachel laugh out loud together, her eyes give away her
feelings for Max. She likes him cause he's good in bed.)

Aleksi: (Disappointed and upset at the situation) Well I've got
other things to attend to, excuse me. (Gets up and leaves)

Max: (Looking into a book, walks over to Rachel) You taking lunch
now?

Rachel: (Aloof and indifferent) I was considering it. Why?

Max: (Looks up from the book at Rachel) Well I know a nice place
where we could get some good food and atmosphere. What do you
think?

Rachel: (Not looking at Max) About what?

Max: (Losing patience he lowers the book) Come on, do you want to
have lunch or not?

Rachel: I might be persuaded, depends on what it's going to cost
me.

Max: I'll buy, come on. (Puts the book down.)

Rachel: (Looks at him, indignant) Of course you're buying. I
wasn't talking about the money.

Max: (Less harsh) Still mad huh? Let's forget it, I'm not mad.

6.0.

Rachel: I didn't call you an idiot!
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(I)

Max: (Angry) You burned a hole in my best shirt!

J..o

"If. f

Rachel: It was the only one in the closet!
to wear!?

Max: (Max is angered but calms back down a
me lunch as a reimbursement.

What else was I going

little) You should buy

Rachel: (She is not scared or intimidated, she has control of him
and knows it. She becomes overly sentual) Alright lover, if you
can show me you won't drool on yourself in the restaurant. (She
pinches his cheek) You're so sloppy when you get horsey. (She
leads him out.)

(Lights dim slightly, color change to something darker, dingy.)

(P,. s 5+ 0o sec.)
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(Lights illuminate front center stage. Rachel enters quickly in a
bad mood. She throws things, and breaks things. (Pencils, chalk,
rips paper etc.) John enters and tries conversing with her.)

John: Hello Rachel, how are things progressing in the lab?

Rachel: (She stops looking intently at John) Do you want to know?

No
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Do you really? (Explodes) He keeps changing everything I do!
Nothing remains the same. It's hard as hell working with that
man! He must think I'm some kind of an idiot! Whatever I do is
not good enough! (Very angry) Everytime I submit something he
examines it then makes changes! I feel like I'm taking a test!
Why is he doing this!? Huh!? (Stares at John angrily, screams)
Why!

I---*John: (Surprised at the outburst. Quietly) Well... uh... Aleksi
does have very high standards.

Rachel: High Standards!! His alterations don't improve anything
that I can see! He doesn't even have any good reasons for making
them. He just does it! What's he up to!?

John: (On defensive) He's just trying to complete this experiment
as well as he can...

Rachel: What about me!? Am I not capable of making my own deci-
sions? Is all my work always going to be analyzed and inspected
for flaws?!

John: (Louder) No of course not. Maybe you two just aren't commu-
nicating well enough. Try talking to him about this.

Rachel: I did! He just ignored me, as if I was a child!

John: Maybe you picked a bad time. (Trying to give her support.)
I knew it wasn't going to be easy working with Aleksi, that's why
I didn't put just anybody on the job. I wanted a person I could
depend on. I have confidence in you.
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Rachel: (Starts responding to John's support) Well I've about had
it. I don't like being treated like a moron. I'm not sure I want
to go back in there and take his abuse anymore.

John: Oh come now, it's not that bad.

Aleksi: You don't know do you. Get somebody else to do it I'm
through.

John: (Gets a little uncomfortable) You're under contract.

Rachel: (Sees he's not going to be pushed around on this one) So
I am.

John: I don't want to get ugly about this Dr. Flours. You've got
to go back.

Rachel: (Grudgingly concedes, but still unsatisfied) Can you at

least do something about the air-conditioning?

John: (He's heard this many times already) Yes yes I know...

Rachel: It's hot as hell in there!

John: I'm doing everything I can...

Rachel: How is a person supposed to work like that!? (Sarcasti-

cally) I won't be able to communicate properly.

John: (Starts becoming annoyed at her attitude)

Rachel: (Getting out of hand) How difficult is it to call a
repair man?!

John: (Forcing himself to remain calm) It's not broken.

G E;EE. E (U R. +-4a )
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Rachel: Not broken! It's 97 degrees in there!!

John: It's overloaded. It can't cope with this heat wave we're
having.

Rachel: Well what ARE you doing about it?!

John: I've ordered floor units for all the labs. Haven't you
gotten one?
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Rachel: (Very angry) That stupid little thing!? It's not worth a
damn! Took a lot of brains to come up with that idea Why don't
you just give us all ice packs to wear on our heads? I'm sure you
could find some that would match our lab coats.

(S) l F
John: (Sees she is irrational, he is losing his patience. He
excuses himself and leaves)

Rachel: (Still very angry, she decides to go confront Aleksi and
walks off stage.)

(Aleksi is working in the lab, Rachel slowly walks in smiling.)

Rachel: (Sweetly) Hello Aleksi.

Aleksi: Hello Rachel.

Rachel: Have you made any more changes in my designs?

Aleksi: (Puzzled) Excuse me?

Rachel: My designs for the space capsule. Have you altered them

again?

Aleksi: (Unsure of what's coming) Well, yes as a matter of fact.

Rachel: (Waits, brewing) Would you mind telling me why?

Aleksi: (Waits, wondering, unsure) Efficiency.

Rachel: (Very plastic) What is it you're trying to conserve?

Aleksi: (Cautiously) Weight, space, fuel,... What are you driving
at?
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Rachel: (Overly nice) I just would like to know why you're always
changing everything I do. Are you dissatisfied with my work?

A

Aleksi: (Openly) No, you do very good work.

Rachel: Then why do you keep changing everything I do. (Smiling
very big) You treat me as if I'm incompetent.

Aleksi: (Confused and cautious) Rachel are you
You're acting very strange.

Rachel: I just want some answers. I feel we're
properly.

Aleksi: (Starting to be concerned) You've been
perhaps you should take a few days off.

feeling alright?

not COMMUNICATING

working very hard,

Rachel: I don't want a vacation, I want some respect. Why don't
you give it to me? (Her expression starts to change to one of
hurt and pain, she sits down.)

Aleksi: (Doesn't know what to say) I respect you...

Rachel: Why don't you show me... (Brings her hands up to her face
preparing to cry)
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Aleksi:

A
(Doesn't know what to do)
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Rachel: (Starts crying softly)

Aleksi: Rachel please, (Uncomfortable, moves away from her.
Starts working on something hoping to distract himself. Banging
and making noise he watches her reactions.)
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Rachel: (Starts crying harder. Notices it's not
composes herself. No longer as seek.) Why won't
proper credit I deserve? $

Aleksi: (Starting to get angry) Rachel, this is
priate place or time to discuss this.

working, she
you give me the

not the appro-
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Rachel: (Anger comes) So you won't even talk to me.

Aleksi: (Louder) I didn't say that,...

Rachel: (Angry) You said you didn't have time for me. To discuss
my place in this project we're BOTH supposed to be working on.

Aleksi: I didn't mean to imply that I didn't want to talk to you.
I was...

60..

(1)

4+-- - -- ---
Rachel: (Losing her temper she jumps up.) You insist on treating

see him)

Max: Hey! Watch it!

Rachel: Shut up stupid! (Spoken over her shoulder she keeps
walking)

Max: (Very surprised) What?

Rachel: (Not looking back) Get out of my way! (Keeps on walking)

Max: (Angered) Come back here!
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Rachel: (Stops suddenly, turns in a rage, walks up to Max and

eetti FM
es LOW.

points her finger right into his face) The next time you speak to
"e TWIT, it'll be to apologize. Or else you can sleep in your own
bed from now on! (Rachel storms out. Max is left standing alone,
disturbed and angry, looking after Rachel.)

-:16
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(Simultaneously the lights on Max snap off and the lights on
Aleksi's lab at home snap on. Sounds of forced entry and breaking
glass, a female voice yells in pain. Rachel enters with a cut on
her forearm bleeding slightly. She finds something to use as a
bandage and fixes herself. She begins searching his lab for
information and notices the many trees and plants in the room but
doesn't think anything strange about it. She goes through his
desk drawers and papers not finding anything interesting. She
looks at his math on the black board and becomes more curious.
She searches his books and notices many on astronomy and biology.
She goes through his waste can and finds interest in his discar-
ded computer print outs. She finds a few that interest her parti-
cularly and take these over to the computer switching on the
system. She begins manipulating the system utilizing codes she
finds on the printouts and starts finding the answers she's been
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searching tor. Her tace shows triumph, she exclaims loudly Ah Hat
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As she continues, looks of astonishment and disbelief show on her..,
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face at what she finds. Lights go down completely with her at the
terminal.
A spotlight illuminates a radio. The weather forecast comes on:N--ii"And now for the bad news, the weather. We can expect more of thesame hot, dry, and otherwise uncomfortable days and nights for at
least one more week. Sorry."
Spot light on the radio goes down while lights come up on the
next scene.)
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A---*'(Lights come up on Aleksi in center stage working, he coughsoccasionally. Rachel enters in shorts. She is sunburned, andwearing a bandage on her cut arm. She confidently feigns embar-
rassment.)

Rachel: I'm sorry I spoke so rudely to you yesterday Dr. Hans.

B-- Aleksi: (Surprised, touched) It's alright.

Rachel: I just want you to know that I feel badly about it. Ilost my head, I'm sorry.

C--- Aleksi: (Happy to be able to work things out) I understand, we'reall under a lot of pressure.

D--- Rachel: I'm especially sorry that you had to make so many changesin my designs. Perhaps if we'd communicated more I could haveproduced better results.

E---- Aleksi: (Consoling) I'm not unsatisfied with your workmanshipRachel, I just... (Searches for the proper words.)
Rachel: (Leading him on) Yes?

Aleksi: I made changes because the constraints of the experiment
changed.

A .Li9ts *." J - * c. stup t. 1f SI.', I;k, . ..,w .)* B C t
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B

Rachel:

A - thought
project

C

(She knows about this) But why didn't you tell me? I
we were working together. Or am I not a part of this
anymore?

Aleksi: (Sees something is wrong, tries consoling her) Yes you're
a part of this. Why would you think otherwise?

Rachel: (Pretends to be embarrassed and hurt) It's just that...4-
well... I feel I'm not contributing enough. I'd like to be invol-
ved more.

Aleksi: (Getting sucked in) But you are involved. We work toge-
ther almost everyday.

Rachel: Yes but, I don't really know what's going on. You tell me
you want one thing and I do it. Then you turn right around and
make changes in it. (Pause for effect) It makes me feel you're
not happy with my work. (Pretending to be upset)

Aleksi: (Fatherly) Rachel. Now come on. (Puts his hand on her
shoulder) You don't really believe that do you?
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A

Rachel: (Starts whimpering, speaks softly) Yes I do. And I've
tried talking to you about it before but you said you didn't have
time for me. (Starts crying softly)

Aleksi: (Feels badly.) I was very busy. I didn't mean to hurt
your feelings. (Softly) Rachel... (Puts his other hand on her
other shoulder. (Notices her cut arm) What happened to your...

B-*Rachel: (She cuts him off by crying louder.) I just want to be
involved, that's all.

Aleksi: (Tries being more cheerful) Look, let's have lunch toge-
ther. We can both relax and talk things over and straighten this
all out. What do you say?

Rachel: I don't want to take you away from anything important.

Aleksi: It can wait. We've just about finished it anyway.

Rachel:Well, if you're sure you can spare the time.

Aleksi: Fine then, let's go. (Walks out with his arm over her*-.C
shoulder. Her expression is one of triumph hidden within false
pain.)

D--* Lights and tape of background noises come up with them sitting
opposite each other at a small table in a restaurant. They are
both smiling, engaged in conversation and eating. People in the
restaurant are fanning themselves, some electric fans are being
used. People are wearing short sleeve shirts and shorts. Tape
decresendos and keeps going throughout entire scene.

Aleksi: It was something you couldn't have anticipated. As the
experiment progressed it evolved and changed. I had to keep a
breast of things by altering the designs of the capsule. I meant
to tell you, but it was just as easy for me to do it myself.

Rachel: Such as adding more samples.

Aleksi: Yes, that's right.

Rachel: What about the extra weight?

Aleksi: Oh I trimmed off enough else where.
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Rachel: Yes by omitting the landing gear.

Aleksi: (Stunned, doesn't know what to say, coughs, slowly at-
tempts a defense) The landing gear's in place.

Rachel: Now it is, but it'll be omitted right before it's loaded
onto the shuttle. Why are you doing that?

Aleksi: (Silent, stares at her in shock, coughs.)

(_) C4. ree . ast

Rachel: And the door seal, it leaks. I didn't design it that way.
(Pointedly) What's going on?

tedu a Aled "4

Aleksi: (Makes meager hand and mouth gestures trying to reply.)
How did you discover this?

Rachel: You probably could have gotten away with everything
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A
you've done except for one thing. The on-board computer has beenreprogrammed. This capsule won't go anywhere near Mars. Where isit going?

8----Aleksi: (Trying to act as if none of this is true.) Where did youget this information?

Rachel: (Solid, stares at him firmly) Where is it going.

Aleksi: (Completely helpless. Speaks softly) Titan.
C

Rachel: (Slightly louder) Titan. One of the moons of Saturn?(Aleksi nods meekly) Why? It'll take years to get there. Ithought you were in such a rush to get this launched. (Slightly
demanding) What's going on?

Aleksi: (No response. He is helpless, stunned. He shakes his headslightly trying to speak.)

D----Rachel: And what about the landing gear? Why is it going to beomitted? (Waits for an answer) Well?

Aleksi: To save weight for more samples.

Rachel: You've already got more than enough, why do you want toadd more? (Makes a realization) The door leaks! You're going tospread these bacteria around in space! (Thinks a little) No, that
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A

doesn't make sense. Our atmosphere! You're going to release themduring launch in our atmosphere! Why!? What do you think you'll
accomplish with that!?

B

A Aleksi: (Defensively, loudly) No! I'm not going to do any such
thing!

Rachel: What then? (Enumerates with her fingers) The capsule hasno landing gear, it's carrying hundreds of pounds of bacteria,it's not going anywhere near Mars, and the door has a faulty9---seal. (Throws her hands up) What else can it be? (Leading him
on.)

Aleksi: (Quietly) The door does not have a bad seal.

Rachel: (Emphatically) It will leak!

Aleksi: Only when it's supposed to.
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Rachel: (Her aggression halted momentarily) When it's supposed
to? When is that?

Aleksi: When it reaches orbit around Titan.

Rachel: You really are sending this to Titan?

Aleksi: Yes.

Rachel: Why do you want it to leak?

Aleksi: (Silent)

A---- achel: (Demands) Why is it going to spread these amino acids
around Titan!?

Aleksi: (Stalls then gives in.) To seed the surface.

B---Rachel: (Stunned slightly) What? (Disbelief)

Aleksi: (Waits, staring at Rachel, clears his throat.) To popu-
late the planet.

Rachel: (Pause, speaks softly in total disbelief.) Populate the
planet? (Pause, speaks louder) What are you talking about?
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A B
-*Aleksi: My chains. The micro-organisms in the capsule. I'm goingto use them to seed the surface of Titan.

Rachel: (Stares silently for a few seconds. Sarcastically) Why?Are you trying to create life? (Laughs out loud, but not toomuch.)

A-----> Aleksi: (Withdraws, looks down and becomes silent.)

B---> Rachel: (She realizes she's on to something and takes a strong
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offensive. Finally she's in control.) You want to deposit these
bacteria on a dead satellite, expecting them to grow!?

Aleksi: (Looking down, quietly) Yes.

Rachel: (Surprised at his answer) Into what!?

Aleksi: Life.

f----- Rachel: (Aggressively) Life! What kind of life?
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------- Aleksi: (Waits a few seconds, decides to give her an answer.)
A---They will be a continuation of us. But hopefully better than what
B we are right now.e(Looks at his surroundings.) Maybe if we had

more time we could have done better. (Looks back to Rachel.)----C
That's what I'm trying to do, give us more time. D
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Rachel: What are you talking about?

Aleksi: Our race. We haven't achieved what we are capable of
doig. We'r nottryady to die off yet. We must have more time to

fulillordetiny

A
Rachel: Are you saying we're all about to die?

Aleksi: Yes

Rachel: From what?

Aleksi: The sun.

Rachel: Our sun? (Looks up and back down) How?

Aleksi: It'll burn out and expand becoming a Planetary Nebula.It's already begun. It'll kill everything on this planet and onMars. The only alternative is to seed Titan with the proper amino
acids for starting life again.SC
Rachel: (Trying hard to hold back from laughing) Titan isn't
capable of supporting life.
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Aleksi: (Emotional, slow build up to a violent reaction, waves
A his hands. )pThe sun is expanding! We're all going to die!! Not

just you and I. Life!! ALL LIFE!! (Cough twice hard) This planet
will become a curiosity to future astronomers, like Mercury or
Venus is to us. Nothing will remain to give any indication that
anything ever happened here at all!! Mankind hasn't done anything
yet! We're not through! We're not ready to die, we haven't reach-
ed our potential. We're capable of much better than this...
(Motions to their surroundings, becomes more upset, desperate) We
need more time. That's what I'm trying to do. (Emphatically) Give
Us More Time! (Staring desperately at Rachel with tears in his
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Rachel: (Looking intently at Aleksi, waiting for more. With no
warning she bursts out laughing, too loudly and too long)
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They continue with motions of conversing. Aleksi coughs occasion-
ally. Rachel uses much hand waving and arm movements, large
gestures. Aleksi uses meek movements, holds his head down much,small movements with his hands. He tries to compete with her butcan't. When he tries to look Rachel in the eyes she stares him...
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down. Rachel triumphs. She stands flamboyantly and laughs arro-gantly. She turns her back on him and proudly walks out. Otherpeople in the restaurant heard what has happened and are watchingAleksi and whispering among themselves. Aleksi sits and sulks for...
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a short while then slowly gets up and begins to leave the restau-rant. A waiter approaches Aleksi stopping him.
Waiter: Hold on. You've got to pay for all this. (Motioning tothe table)

Aleksi: (Doesn't want to be disturbed, absently hands him hiswallet and walks out)

Waiter: (Surprised, pleased when he sees it's for real. With agreat joy he turns and walks away pulling bills out of the wal-let.

N-*m(During this chord lights shift from restaurant to lab.)

(Lights slowly come up, along with a 60 hz drone, on lab area. Ifa 60 hz sinewave is not available, use a synthesizer playing the0--* notated B. This is about 62 hz. Lighting is darker, shadowy.Aleksi enters slowly, listlessly, he sulks around for a bit. Tomcomes in, he has been looking for Aleksi.)
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Tom: (Watches Aleksi for a bit. Carefully.) Hello Aleksi.

Aleksi: (No response)

Tom: I... ah... Do you have a few minutes Aleksi?

Aleksi: (Doesn't hear him.)

Tom: If you'd like I can come back later.

Aleksi: (Still doesn't hear him.)

Tom: Ah... (Sees he won't get anywhere.) Excuse me. (Leaves)

(John enters, he knows nothing yet of the fight between Racheland Aleksi.)

.- John: There you are. How's the project coming? Are you going tobe ready for shuttle launch next week?

Aleksi: (Surprised, he didn't expect to hear this from John.) Ye
as a matter of fact.

John: (Very pleased.) Good! Very good. I'll bet you couldn't havedone it with out all the help you've gotten from Rachel. She's avery good person isn't she? (Walks out not noticing Aleksi's
disposition.)

--- Aleksi: (Thinks about what just happened for a few seconds.)
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A

Max: (Enters knowing about the fight between Aleksi and Rachel.
8- He is laughing at Aleksi to himsel.)jf.You shouldn't have partied

it up so much Al, it all went to your head. (Slaps Aleksi on theC back in a patronizing manner).Yea, I remember one time I thought
I could walk on the ceiling. You should have seen the mess I madeof that place! (Laughs at himself then at Aleksi.)

D
Aleksi: (Pays no attention to Max.)
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-----Rachel enters in a hurry. She rummages through some desk drawerscollecting papers and office supplies. She ignores Aleksi comple-...
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tely. Aleksi doesn't try to ignore her, but he doesn't try speak-
ing to her either. Max approaches her and inquires how her cut...
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arm feels. She responds that it hurts very such but she can dealwith the pain. They both then look at Aleksi and snicker. Once
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Rachel is done they both leave together. Aleksi is left alone
sitting at a desk, the lights dim on him. He puts his elbows on
the desk and his head in his hands staring down. He sits this way
for a few seconds.

(This next scene is done without speaking.)
Rachel and Max come back on stage together in another area and
meet John. Rachel stops him to tell of what happened during
lunch. They go through the motions of conversation while Max
looks on smiling. John does not want to believe the story he is
hearing but cannot contradict Rachel without hearing Aleksi's
side too. She nods and gestures emphatically that everything she
says is true. She points towards the lab where Aleksi is and John
agrees to speak with him. John walks off stage in one direction,
Rachel and Max walk off stage in another direction. K
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All lights slowly dim from this point to *A* except for a wide
spotlight on Aleksi.

Psa.c_ __

John: (Enters the lab, Aleksi's head is down.) Aleksi, I've just
been speaking with Rachel. She told me an incredible story about
you and this project, is it true?

Aleksi: (No reply, no movement.)

John: Aleksi are you alright? (Becomes concerned.) Aleksi look at
me!

Aleksi: (Raises his head, drops his hands in front of him on the
desk. His expression tells the complete story of a beaten man.)

John: Is it true what she says?

Aleksi: (No response.)

clw. K I A --L- LI -

John: Tell me it's not so. I'll believe you Aleksi. Just give me
the opportunity.

Aleksi: (Blank stare.)
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John: Do you realize if what she says is true you could go to
jail for misusing government funds?!

Aleksi: (No response, blank expression. Weak cough.)

-- -- .John: (Shakes Aleksi by the shoulders, yells.) Aleksi speak to
me!

Aleksi: (Very softly.) It's true John, all of it.

John: (Lets go and backs away slowly, astonished, never removing
his eyes from Aleksi.) Think of your career man.

Aleksi: (Quietly) It's true John. (Drops his head into his hands
again.)

John: (Shakes his head slightly. Speaks louder.) Do you know what
she said? Do you!? She's calling you a crackpot! A thief! Aleksi
aren't you even going to defend yourself!?

Aleksi: (No response.)

John: (Stares for a few more seconds. He doesn't want this to
happen but apparently can't do anything about it. He finally
leaves.)

*A0 The entire stage is unlit except for a spotlight on Aleksi
who is sitting alone at his desk with his head down. The spot-
light starts to focus slowly. Nothing happens for a few seconds,
then laughter is heard softly from many people for about 10 to 15
seconds. Rachel and Max are laughing the loudest. The laughter
and 60Hz drone decrescendos to silence along with the spotlight
focussing to total darkness. Nothing happens for a few more
seconds.
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Entire stage lights snap on brightly. Aleksi is standing alone in
the lab reading a book. He's wearing the same clothes and his
hair is messy, he slept at his desk. Linda enters wearing shorts.
She has some papers for him to sign, about five.

1Linda: Hello Dr. Mans. I've got more papers for you to sign.

Aleksi: (No response. Keeps reading.)

Linda: (Doesn't notice anything is wrong.) They're purchase or-
ders again. (Hands him the papers. She talks the entire time he
signs papers.)
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Aleksi: (Reluctantly takes them and signs while he stands using
the book to sign on. He hands each paper back to Linda as he
finishes He coughs weakly a few times.)

Linda: I went to the library last nigh.t. I found a book on the
Mayan Indians. Did you know its spelled with an "A"? It has the
most wonderful pictures in it and the stories are fascinating! I
read last night until bed time. Then I had some tea with milk in
it and had the most wonderful dreams, all about treasure hunting
in the jungle, wearing bush hats and khakis, and doing all sorts
of exciting things. (Softer) I dreamt I met m handsome explorer
(giggles, embarrassed) and we found lots of wonderful treasures
together and brought them back here and everyone was so proud of
met (Slight pause) I felt so good when I woke up this morning.

When Aleksi finishes signing Linda thanks him and leaves. Aleksi
resumes reading his book, he never spoke to her. Linda leaves and
passes by Rachel and Max together, they are laughing. They both
notice her coming. Rachel begins to mock her by whistling a 'High
pitched shrill." Max, without trying to hide his interest, stares
at her as she walks by. Rachel gets jealous.
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A------> Rachel: What are you staring at!?

Max: (Day dreaming) What?

B- Rachel: (Louder) What are you looking at.

Max: (Lightly) Just enjoying the scenery. Don't get your panties
ruffled.

C---- Rachel: You can't be serious, she's a twit.

Max: Now how would you know, you don't even talk to her.

D----- Rachel: (Laughs condescendingly) She can't even speak her mind,she doesn't have one.

Max: (Preoccupied) She's sure got legs though.

E- Rachel: (Angry) I don't like her she's too pretty and you'd
better stay away from her if you know what's good for you.

Max: Oh really? (Walks off stage using the same exit Linda did.)

F --- Rachel: (Stamps her foot, flares her temper, storms off stage inthe opposite direction from Max.)

John: (Enters the lab to speak to Aleksi.) Aleksi I've figured
out a way to save both our necks. You admit yourself to the
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hospital, I've got friends there, they can make it look like anervous break down. Then we can plead temporary insanity leading
up to it and rationalize all thats happened. Your cancer will
help too. I've reserved a room for you we can be there in twenty
minutes. (Hoping Aleksi will agree to this.)

Aleksi: (Not receptive at all.)

John: Did you hear me? What do you say?

Aleksi: (Quietly) No John, I'm not crazy.

John: I know! But listen to reason, even. though you're going todie soon there's no need to throw all this away. I'm trying to
help you.

Aleksi: Then let me go on with my work.

John: I can't Aleksi. I can't throw away anymore money on this
folly. My God! You should see our Air Conditioning bill alone!
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It's gone up a thousand percent! Listen to reason Aleksi! I'vegot investors to consider.

Aleksi: (Remains firm in his decision. Silence for about five toseven seconds.) Then do what you think is right.

John: (Hesitates, reluctantly) If you don't admit yourself to thehospital I'm going to have to shut you down. What you've done isnot only outside the nature of this lab, it's illegal. I only
hope we don't both end up in jail. (They look at each other
searching).

Aleksi: (Resumes reading his book.)

John: (Leaves.)
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(Tom comes in to Aleksi's lab. He wishes to speak with him.
Aleksi expects to be antagonised some more.)

Aleksi: What do you want?

Tom: I just came to talk.

Aleksi: Why? To tell me I should have stuck with trees. Go away.

Tom: (Starts to speak.)

Aleksi: I don't care what you think, or anybody else.

Tom: I wasn't going to...

Aleksi: I did what I felt was right.

Tom: (Silence) But I think...

Aleksi: The suns going to explode and we're all going to die. At
least I tried to do something.

Tom: (Watches in silence.)

Aleksi: And now I can't finish, my funding's been cut off.

Tom: (Silent, sympathetic)

Aleksi: John won't let me launch my capsule. Everything I've done
is just sitting here, waiting to burn with the rest of us.

Tom: (Silent)

Aleksi: And I'm being treated like I'm doing something wrong. Am
I wrong!? Am I doing something inherently evil?

Bulls
(I)

Tom: No.

Aleksi: (Didn't hear him) Why am I being confronted by everyone?

Tom: What you're doing is very unusual, other people can't
agree...

Aleksi: I'm not asking for recognition, I just want to finish it!

Tom: You can finish it.

Aleksi: What I've done means nothing unless... What?

T o 0oi 
(_)

Tom: You've almost finished it already.
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Aleksi: You didn't come here to argue with me?

Tom: No. I came to listen.

Aleksi: (Embraces this opportunity to defend himself.) Do you
think that the sun could be expanding. Right now?

Tom: It's possible.

Aleksi: Possible? (Wanted him to be definate.)

Tom: You can't be certain.

Aleksi: (Walks over to an environmental chamber, beckons Tom to
follow and look inside.) See those cultures on the right? Don'tlook like much do they? That is what all life on this planet
evolved from. Using my molecule modeling I can tell you, on anydate you want, what any one of those cultures will be.

Tom: (Believes some but not all of this story.) How does that
tell you the sun is expanding?

Aleksi: (Surprised he had to ask.) I just use it to model thesun's life cycle.

Tom: And you saw what.

Aleksi: The sun has used up all it's fuel. Its dying.

Tom: (Skeptical) What if its got more fuel than you think?
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Aleksi: I'm sending amino acid chains as well as micro-organisms.
If the sun lives for millions of years, or if it dies in a month,
life will still grow on Titan.i N
Tom: (Sees Aleksi is convinced and determined.) How can you be
sure you haven't made an error somewhere?

Aleksi: (Can't believe what he heard.) That's what I did first!
Do you think I wanted this to happen!? I went over everything. Ichecked and rechecked. I was even doing it in my sleep!

Tom: You've committed so much...

Aleksi: My results are valid.!
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f Tom: (Sees he struck a nerve, waits a bit.) Has anyone else
checked them?

Aleksi: No!

Tom: Then you can't be sure.

Aleksi: (Confident) Why don't you check them?

Tom: (Didn't expect this, gets uneasy.)

Aleksi: Well? I can get you all the data.

Tom: (Starts looking for a way out) Ah,.. I couldn't do that.

Aleksi: Why not? I'll even work with you on it.

Tom: (Uncomfortable) I don't have time. I can't get involved.

Aleksi: You are involved! We're all going to die together! What

are you going to do about it!? Go home and plant some trees!?

u(''a'e)

O.D.

Tom: (Doesn't like the way things turned out. Stammers a bit,
stalls, then leaves.)

Aleksi is left standing alone. Two wide columns of people begin
walking by at the front of the stage, (Start with a few people
then build up). One column goes left, the other goes right. The
columns pass through each other, like a busy sidewalk. The people
are laughing and gossiping about Aleksi. Max has his arm around
Rachel as they walk by. He sees Linda coming and waves to her.
She is uneasy about this and hurries off, she's scared of Max.
Rachel elbows him. Aleksi sometimes notices the people and some-
times doesn't, he coughs occasionally. He realizes he must make
John change his mind. He collects some papers to defend himself
with and walks off without being noticed, the people keep parad-
ing by the front of the stage. The people walking in opposite
directions part like a curtain opening. Aleksi is standing center
stage talking with John.

Aleksi: John you've got to reconsider. Just let me show you how
I've...

John: (Interrupts him, doesn't want to see anything) I'm sorry
Aleksi but I've got to think of the lab. The auditors are going
to want to know what happened to this money and I've got to tell
them something.

Aleksi: I'm almost finished. It just needs to be launched. That's
only a few more percent of the total cost. (Cough)

John: No! I can't give you anymore money. As a matter of fact
consider yourself lucky that you don't have to pay it back.

Aleksi: (Stops, thinks.)
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John: I'm sticking my neck out for you Aleksi. I'm doing every-
thing I can just to keep you out of jail. And that means getting
at least part of this money back. I'm going to have to scrap the
whole thing and sell whatever I can.

Aleksi: Not John! You can't do that!

John: There's no other way!

Aleksi: (Quiet, speaks softly.) Yes there is...

John: (Waits expectantly.) You'll go to the hospital.

Aleksi: (Shakes his head.) No, I'll pay back the money. (Louder)
I want to but the capsule.

ua~ qar P; c k
Pea .F sfP6*CV'H +,p

John: (Face drops) I thought you were serious.

Aleksi: (Answering quickly) I am.

John: Do you know how much money that is!? (Realizes what he's
saying.) Yes I suppose you do.

Aleksi: If I pay back the money the capsule's mine and nobody
will ask any questions.

John: (Loudly) Oh yes they will. (Softer) But it'll be easier to
answer them with this money back in place.

Aleksi: (Excited) Then you'll let me do it.

John: (Skeptical) Where are you going to get eight hundred and

fifty THOUSAND dollars?

Aleksi: I can do it. I just need some time.

John: You've got one week Aleksi. This thing was supposed to go
up on Sunday remember?

Aleksi: (Lost in thought, starts walking out) I can do it.

John: (Looks after him with concern. Once he's gone...) I doubt
it.
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Ir Open on the lounge area. People are hanging around relaxing.
Aleksi enters with papers and lunch. Tape of background noises.

Max: (Talking loudly so all can hear.) Well here comes the new
creator, king of Titan and Lord of Saturn.

Aleksi: (Ignores Max, goes to a table sits down and begins work-
ing.)

Max: The man who sold everything he owned for a can of germs. Did
you get a good deal? (Waits for an answer and doesn't get one) I

-- said did you get some good germs for your money? Are you being
rude?

Aleksi: (Callous and aloof) Rudeness was invented out of a neces-
sity to protect ourselves from invaders like you.

Max: Well! A philosopher as well as a bug farmer. (Stops orating)
I always did hate your manner of talking down to everyone. You
expect people to think about everything you say as if there was a
message there. Why the hell can't you just tell it like it is
Mans? Huh? What's wrong with being direct?

Aleksi: Straight lines don't usually make great works of art.

Max: So you avoid confrontation all together by just side step-
ping it. Well not this time Mans.

Aleksi: (Losing patience) My name is Doctor Mans to you Mister
Wellis, and I expect you to display the proper respect towards
your authorities.

(Tear werka vii A bC 4

same 4 1. all isg4ruestas. /
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A B
A-- Max: WEEEELLLL!! Aren't we being touchy today. What's the matterspaceman? Having problems at home? Oh I forgot, no more home.

(Laughs to the others.)

Aleksi: (Quietly) In my chains I've incorporated the ability tobypass your stage of development in the evolutionary process.

B-- Max: (Mockingly) Oh really! And what stage might that be DOCTOR!?

Aleksi: Primate.
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Max: (Flares up in anger) You go to hell you damned lunatic.You've got no right laughing at me! You've got a lot of damnedgall being condescending to me! You're the one we're laughing at!Just look at you! You don't even have a place to sleep tonightand you're laughing at me!? We ought to take your chains and wrapthem around your neck Mans. Hang you with them! That's what weought to do!

Aleksi: Scared people often hanged what frightened them. I canunderstand, the world's about to...

*-*Max: (Interrupts yelling) Scared!! Of what! You've got to be kid-ding me!! I'm not scared of anything! Least of all you!! Get upand I'll show you. Get up! Come on!! (Some people start to getuncomfortable and begin milling about.)
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- - Aleksi: (Coughs a little.) You know why meek people were supposed
to inherit the Earth? Because everyone else would have killed
each other.

I-- Max: More riddles! I'm tired of hearing you talk in puzzles, shut
up! I don't want to hear you anymore. Do you hear me!
Aleksi: (Patronizing) Max, how can I answer if you won't let me
speak?

*----Max: (Jumps in anger) You think I'm some kind of juvenile don't
you!? You think I'm stupid. You think I'm not able to compete
with you. Don't you!
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Aleksi: Since you've answered all your own questions I'll just
continue with my work. (Cough)

---- Max: (Throws a wadded up paper at Aleksi in anger, hits him) Get
up Dammit! Get up or I'll take care of you right there! GET UP!!
(People start trying to get Max to leave Aleksi alone. He throws
their hands off himself.)

A--Aleksi: Do bullies demand their victims stand because it makes
them feel less guilty? Or is it because they're too lazy to bend
over?

B---->Max: (Goes for Aleksi. Others try holding him back but don't
quite do it. He manages to mess up Aleksi's papers and scatter
them across the floor.)

Aleksi: My work! (Quickly begins to pick up the papers on his
knees.)
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-*Max: (Others restrain Max and move him away from Aleksi. Max
starts yelling out of control.) You think you're better than us
don't you! You think you're something special but you're not!
Where're you going to sleep tonight huh!? You're laughing at us
but you don't even have a place to stay! (etc.)

A---During the yelling John enters. He heard the commotion and came
to see what was going on. Aleksi is on the floor picking up and
organizing his papers, Max is yelling while being restrained.B---.When Max sees John he quiets down but remains angry.

John: Whats going on here? (Looks around)

C-----Max: (Looks away.)

John: (Figures out what happened. Looks at Max) You'd better
leave here Max. (Waits) Go on.

Max: I didn't do anything wrong! Its His fault, throw Him out!

John: That's enough Max.
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- -Max: Not Why don't you make him leave. He doesn't even work here
anymore!

A---C(By this time Aleksi has gathered his papers and is listening to
Max. He is surprised at what Max said.)

B----,John: (Louder) Max that's enough! Now Go!

C---(Max reluctantly leaves. Others in the room follow him out. John
is embarrassed that Aleksi got the news from Max.)

Aleksi: (Confused) John? What was Max talking about?
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- >ohn: (Uncomfortable) Aleksi you've taken this thing too far, why
don't you drop it? It's cost you everything.

Aleksi: It hasn't cost me everything it's been my work. Our only
hope. I still have my job. (They look at each other, searching.)

N.-----John: (Quietly, hurt.) I can't guarantee that.
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Aleksi: (Realizes what John is trying to say, coughs hard.) You'd
fire me because I believe, and you don't.

KN--John: (Reluctantly, defensively.) News has gotten out. I'm get-ting letters and phone calls. I want you to make a public state-
ment denying everything.
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Aleksi: (Hurt and surprised) I thought you were my friend. No, Iwon't do it. I won't lie to everyone just because this lab isA-_...getting some bad pressaJ(Aleksi coughs weakly and slowly walks
out the door thinking about what has just happened,-He goes backto his lab and puts his papers on a desk. He starts to mumble.) Idon't work here anymore. (Louder) I don't work here anymore.
After all this And now I have nothing! (He looks in the direc-

C -tion of the others and yells.) Well neither do you j+(He picks uphis papers and throws them into a trash can. He goes to a phone,
picks it up angrily and dials a number with difficulty.)
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Aleksi: Hello, let me speak with delivery (Small cough). Hello
this is Aleksi Mans, I've got a package scheduled to be launched
tonight, I want to..., No I don't have the invoice number. What?
Well can't you look for it? Thank you. (Found it) Yes I want to
cancell it. That's right I want it aborted. What? All you have to
do is remove it from the cargo bay! What do you mean! Well let me
speak to his then. ("He's not here") Where is he!? Home! Whats he
doing at home? (He went home for the day) Oh, I didn't realize it
was so late. I need to get in touch with him. Whats his home
phone number. (Can't give it out) Can YOU call him? Good, tell

hmto call me at this number, 343-212-.1.ii.Its urgent, I want
101 that package removed from the shuttle. I'll be waiting here,

B ---tankyou. (Hangs up the phone .. Waits staring, begins pacing thefoor unsure of himself.)
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(He paces the lab and goes by a window, he looks out. Sounds of
children playing start to be heard. Aleksi starts to pay atten-

... tion to the children, he reminisces.p4His anger is tempered, his
expression relaxes. He starts to day dream pleasant thoughts.

A ------ Pause.:The phone begins ringing. Aleksi is startled and looks toit. He doesn't know what to do, he's torn. He tries to make a
decision, he waits. The phone continues ringing, he walks towards

B-------..
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- -it to answer it. He becomes unsure of himself and looks back to
A---the window. He slowly walks back to the window and looks out at
B-- the children playing. He watches the children play. He knows what
C
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to do, it shows on his face. The phone continues ringing and
Aleksi just stares out the window.)

(Mission Control is heard at work. The launch is being prepared.The sounds of children playing slowly fade away. Aleksi daydreams. He coughs occasionally. Aleksi notices a package ofcigarettes. The phone stops ringing. He looks at it thinking. He
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takes one out and with amusement puts it in his mouth and lights
it. He is having tun. He smokes it without inhaling. He tries
blowing smoke rings. The count down begins. The sun is setting
bright red through the window.)
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